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lix 
AUTHOR‘S INTRODUCTION 
 
    Alles beruht auf Inhalt, Gehalt und Tüchtigkeit eines zuerst aufgestellten 
Grundsatzes und auf der Reinheit des Vorsatzes. 
    GOETHE. 
 
 
 
    My object in this book being to connect the present with the past, I have 
been compelled to sketch in outline the history of that past. But, inasmuch as 
my history has to deal with the present, that is to say, with a period of time 
which has no fixed limit, there is no case for a strictly defined beginning. The 
 
lxv AUTHOR‘S INTRODUCTION 
nineteenth century points onward into the future, it points also back into the 
past: in both cases a limitation is allowable only for the sake of convenience, it 
does not lie in the facts. In general I have regarded the year 1 of the Christian 
era as the beginning of our history and have given a fuller justification of this 
view in the introduction to the first part: but it will be seen that I have not kept 
slavishly to this scheme. Should we ever become true Christians, then certainly 
that which is here merely suggested, without being worked out, would become 
an historical actuality, for it would mean the birth of a new race: perhaps the 
twenty-fourth century, into which, roughly speaking, the nineteenth throws 
faint shadows, will be able to draw more definite outlines. Compelled as I have 
been to let the beginning and the end merge into an undefined penumbra, a 
clearly drawn middle line becomes all the more indispensable to me, and as a 
date chosen at random could not be satisfactory in this case, the important 
thing has been to fix the turning-point of the history of Europe. The 
awakening of the Teutonic peoples to the consciousness of their all-important 
vocation as the founders of a completely new civilisation and culture forms 
this turning point; the year 1200 can be designated the central moment of this 
awakening. 
    Scarcely any one will have the hardihood to deny that the inhabitants of 
Northern Europe have become the makers of the world‘s history. At no time 
indeed have they stood alone, either in the past or in the present; on the 
contrary, from the very beginning their individuality has developed in conflict 
with other individualities, first of all in conflict with that human chaos 
composed of the ruins of fallen Rome, then with all the races of the world in 
turn; others, too, have exercised influence — indeed great influence — upon 

the destinies of mankind, but then always merely as opponents of the men 
from 
 
lxvi AUTHOR‘S INTRODUCTION 
the north. What was fought out sword in hand was of but little account; the 
real struggle, as I have attempted to show in chaps. vii. and viii. of this work, 
was one of ideas; this struggle still goes on to-day. If, however, the Teutons 
were not the only peoples who moulded the world‘s history, they 
unquestionably deserve the first place: all those who from the sixth century 
onwards appear as genuine shapers of the destinies of mankind, whether as 
builders of States or as discoverers of new thoughts and of original art, belong 
to the Teutonic race. The impulse given by the Arabs is short-lived; the 
Mongolians destroy, but do not create anything; the great Italians of the 
rinascimento were all born either in the north saturated with Lombardic, 
Gothic and Frankish blood, or in the extreme Germano-Hellenic south; in 
Spain it was the Western Goths who formed the element of life; the Jews are 
working out their “Renaissance“ of to-day by following in every sphere as 
closely as possible the example of the Teutonic peoples. From the moment the 
Teuton awakes, a new world begins to open out, a world which of course we 
shall not be able to call purely Teutonic — one in which, in the nineteenth 
century especially, there have appeared new elements, or at least elements 
which formerly had a lesser share in the process of development, as, for 
example, the Jews and the formerly pure Teutonic Slavs, who by mixture of 
blood have now become “un-Teutonised“ — a world which will yet perhaps 
assimilate great racial complexes and so lay itself open to new influences from 
all the different types, but at any rate a new world and a new civilisation, 
essentially different from the Helleno-Roman, the Turanian, the Egyptian, the 
Chinese and all other former or contemporaneous ones. As the “beginning“ of 
this new civilisation, that is, as the moment when it began to leave its peculiar 
impress on the world, we can, I think, fix the thirteenth century. Individuals 
 
lxvii AUTHOR‘S INTRODUCTION 
such as Alfred the Great, Charlemagne, Scotus Erigena and others had long 
ago proved their Teutonic individuality by their civilising activity. It is, 
however, not individuals, but communities, that make history; these individuals 
had been only pioneers. In order to become a civilising power the Teuton had 
to awaken and grow strong in the exercise far and wide of his individual will in 
opposition to the will of others forced upon him from outside. This did not 
take place all at once, neither did it happen at the same time in all the spheres 
of life; the choice of the year 1200 as turning-point is therefore arbitrary, but I 
hope, in what follows, to be able to justify it, and my purpose will be gained if 
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I in this way succeed in doing away with those two absurdities — the idea of 
Middle Ages and that of a Renaissance — by which more than by anything 
else an understanding of our present age is not only obscured, but rendered 
directly impossible. 
    Abandoning these formulae which have but served to give rise to endless 
errors, we are left with the simple and clear view that our whole civilisation 
and culture of to-day is the work of one definite race of men, the Teutonic. * 
It is untrue that the Teutonic barbarian conjured up the so-called “Night of 
the Middle Ages“; this night followed rather upon the intellectual and moral 
bankruptcy of the raceless chaos of humanity which the dying Roman Empire 
had nurtured; but for the Teuton everlasting night would have settled upon the 
world; but for the unceasing opposition of the non-Teutonic peoples, but for 
that unrelenting hostility to everything Teutonic which has not yet died down 
among the racial chaos which has never been exterminated, we should have 
reached a stage of culture quite different 
 
    * Under this designation I embrace the various portions of the one great 
North European race, whether “Teutonic“ in the narrower Tacitean meaning 
of the word, or Celts or genuine Slavs — see chap. vi. for further particulars. 
 
lxviii AUTHOR‘S INTRODUCTION 
from that witnessed by the nineteenth century. It is equally untrue that our 
culture is a renaissance of the Hellenic and the Roman: it was only after the 
birth of the Teutonic peoples that the renaissance of past achievements was 
possible and not vice versa; and this rinascimento, to which we are beyond 
doubt eternally indebted for the enriching of our life, retarded nevertheless just 
as much as it promoted, and threw us for a long time out of our safe course. 
The mightiest creators of that epoch — a Shakespeare, a Michael Angelo — 
do not know a word of Greek or Latin. Economic advance — the basis of our 
civilisation — takes place in opposition to classical traditions and in a bloody 
struggle against false imperial doctrines. But the greatest mistake of all is the 
assumption that our civilisation and culture are but the expression of a general 
progress of mankind; not a single fact in history supports this popular belief 
(as I think I have conclusively proved in the ninth chapter of this book); and in 
the meantime this empty phrase strikes us blind, and we lose sight of the self-
evident fact — that our civilisation and culture, as in every previous and every 
other contemporary case, are the work of a definite, individual racial type, a 
type possessing, like everything individual, great gifts but also insurmountable 
limitations. And so our thoughts float around in limitless space, in a 
hypothetical “humanity,“ and we pass by unnoticed that which is concretely 
presented and which alone effects anything in history, the definite 

individuality. Hence the obscurity of our historical groupings. For if we draw 
one line through the year 500, and a second through the year 1500, and call 
these thousand years the Middle Ages, we have not dissected the organic body 
of history as a skilled anatomist, but hacked it in two like a butcher. The 
capture of Rome by Odoacer and by Dietrich of Berne are only episodes in 
that entry of the Teutonic 
 
lxix AUTHOR‘S INTRODUCTION 
peoples into the history of the world, which went on for a thousand years: the 
decisive thing, namely, the idea of the unnational world-empire, far from 
receiving its death-blow thereby, for a long time drew new life from the 
intervention of the Teutonic races. While, therefore, the year 1 — the 
(approximate) date of the birth of Christ — is a date which is ever memorable 
in the history of mankind and even in the mere annals of events, the year 500 
has no importance whatever. Still worse is the year 1500, for if we draw a line 
through it we draw it right through the middle of all conscious and 
unconscious efforts and developments — economic, political, artistic, 
scientific — which enrich our lives to-day and are moving onward to a still 
distant goal. If, however, we insist on retaining the idea of “Middle Ages“ 
there is an easy way out of the difficulty: it will suffice if we recognise that we 
Teutons ourselves, together with our proud nineteenth century, are 
floundering in what the old historians used to call a “Middle Age“ — a 
genuine “Middle Age.“ For the predominance of the Provisional and the 
Transitional, the almost total absence of the Definite, the Complete and the 
Balanced, are marks of our time; we are in the “midst“ of a development, 
already far from the starting-point and presumably still far from the goal. 
    What has been said may in the meantime justify the rejection of other 
divisions; the conviction that I have not chosen arbitrarily, but have sought to 
recognise the one great fundamental fact of all modern history, will be 
established by the study of the whole work. Yet I cannot refrain from briefly 
adducing some reasons to account for my choice of the year 1200 as a 
convenient central date…. 
 
The legacy of the old world forms still an important — often quite 
inadequately digested — portion of the very youngest world: the heirs with 
their different natures stand opposed to one another to-day as they did a 
thousand years ago; the struggle is as bitter, as confused as ever; the 
investigation of the past means therefore at the same time an examination of 
the too abundant material of the present. Let no one, however, regard my 
remarks on Hellenic art and philosophy, on Roman history and Roman law, on 
the teaching of Christ, or, again, on the Teutonic peoples and the Jews, &c., as 
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independent academic treatises and apply to them the corresponding standard. 
I have not approached these subjects as a learned authority, but as a child of 
to-day that desires to understand the living present world and I have formed 
my judgments, not from the Aristophanic cloud-cuckoo-land of a supernatural 
objectivity, but from that of a conscious Teuton whom Goethe not in vain has 
warned: 
 
    Was euch nicht angehört, 
    Müsset ihr meiden; 
    Was euch das Inn‘re stört, 
    Dürft ihr nicht leiden! 
 
    In the eyes of God all men, indeed all creatures, may be equal: but the divine 
law of the individual is to maintain and to defend his individuality. I have 
formed my idea of Teutonicism on a scale quite as large; which means in this 
case “as large-heartedly as possible,“ and 
 
lxxviii AUTHOR‘S INTRODUCTION 
have not pleaded the cause of any particularism whatever. I have, on the other 
hand, vigorously attacked whatever is un-Teutonic, but — as I hope — 
nowhere in an unchivalrous manner. 
    The fact that the chapter on the entry of the Jews into western history has 
been made so long may perhaps demand explanation. For the subject of this 
book, so diffuse a treatment would not have been indispensable; but the 
prominent position of the Jews in the nineteenth century, as also the great 
importance for the history of our time of the philo- and anti-semitic currents 
and controversies, made an answer to the question, “Who is the Jew?“ 
absolutely imperative. Nowhere could I find a clear and exhaustive answer to 
this question, so I was compelled to seek and to give it myself. The essential 
point here is the question of religion; and so I have treated this very point at 
considerable length, not merely in the fifth, but also in the third and in the 
seventh chapters. For I have become convinced that the usual treatment of the 
“Jewish question“ is altogether and always superficial; the Jew is no enemy of 
Teutonic civilisation and culture; Herder may be right in his assertion that the 
Jew is always alien to us, and consequently we to him, and no one will deny 
that this is to the detriment of our work of culture; yet I think that we are 
inclined to under-estimate our own powers in this respect and, on the other 
hand, to exaggerate the importance of the Jewish influence. Hand in hand with 
this goes the perfectly ridiculous and revolting tendency to make the Jew the 
general scapegoat for all the vices of our time. In reality the “Jewish peril“ lies 
much deeper; the Jew is not responsible for it; we have given rise to it 

ourselves and must overcome it ourselves. No souls thirst more after religion 
than the Slavs, the Celts and the Teutons: their history proves it; it is because 
of the lack of a true religion that 
 
lxxix AUTHOR‘S INTRODUCTION 
our whole Teutonic culture is sick unto death (as I show in the ninth chapter), 
and this will mean its ruin if timely help does not come. We have stopped up 
the spring that welled up in our own hearts and made ourselves dependent 
upon the scanty, brackish water which the Bedouins of the desert draw from 
their wells. No people in the world is so beggarly-poor in religion as the 
Semites and their half-brothers the Jews; and we, who were chosen to develop 
the profoundest and sublimest religious conception of the world as the light, 
life and vitalising force of our whole culture, have with our own hands firmly 
tied up the veins of life and limp along like crippled Jewish slaves behind 
Jehovah‘s Ark of the Covenant! Hence my exhaustive treatment of the Jewish 
question: my object was to find a broad and strong foundation for so 
important a judgment. 
    The second part — the gradual rise of a new world — has in these 
“Foundations“ only one chapter devoted to it, “from the year 1200 to the year 
1800.“ Here I found myself in a sphere which is pretty familiar even to the 
unlearned reader, and it would have been altogether superfluous to copy from 
histories of politics and of culture which are within the reach of all. My task 
was accordingly limited to shaping and bringing into clearer range than is 
usually the case the too abundant material which I could presume to be known 
— as material; and here again my one consideration was of course the 
nineteenth century, the subject of my work. This chapter stands on the border-
line between the two parts, that now published and what is to follow; many 
things which in the preceding chapters could only be alluded to, not fully and 
systematically discussed, such for instance as the fundamental importance of 
Teutonicism for our new world and the value of our conceptions of progress 
and degeneration for the understanding of history, find complete treatment 
here; on the other hand, the short 
 
lxxx AUTHOR‘S INTRODUCTION 
sketch of development in the various spheres of life brings us hurriedly to the 
nineteenth century, and the tabular statement concerning knowledge, 
civilisation and culture, and their various elements points to the work of 
comparison which forms the plan of the supplement and gives occasion for 
many an instructive parallel: at the same moment as we see the Teuton 
blossom forth in his full strength, as though nothing had been denied him, and 
he were hurrying to a limitless goal, we behold also his limitations; and this is 
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very important, for it is upon these last characteristics that his individuality 
depends. 
    In view of certain prejudices I shall probably have to justify myself for 
treating State and Church in this chapter as subordinate matters — or, more 
properly speaking, as phenomena among others, and not the most important. 
State and Church form henceforth, as it were, only the skeleton: the Church is 
an inner bone structure in which, as is usual, with advancing age an always 
stronger tendency to chronic anchylosis shows itself; the State develops more 
and more into the peripheric bone-cuirass, so well known in zoology, the so-
called dermatoskeleton; its structure becomes always massier, it stretches over 
the “soft parts“ until at last in the nineteenth century it has grown to truly 
megalotheric dimensions and sets apart from the true course of life and, if I 
may say so, “ossifies“ an extremely large percentage of the effective powers of 
humanity as military and civil officials. This is not meant as criticism; the 
boneless and invertebrate animals have never, as is well known, played a great 
part in the world; it is besides far from my purpose to wish to moralise in this 
book; I wish merely to explain why in the second part I have not felt obliged 
to lay special stress upon the further development of Church and State. The 
impulse to their development had already been given in the thirteenth century, 
when nationalism 
 
lxxxi AUTHOR‘S INTRODUCTION 
having prevailed over imperialism, the latter was scheming how to win back 
what was lost; nothing essentially new was added later; even the movements 
against the all too prevalent violation of individual freedom by Church and 
State had already begun to make themselves felt very forcibly and frequently. 
Church and State serve from now onwards, as I have said, as the skeleton — 
now and then suffering from fractures in arms and legs but nevertheless a firm 
skeleton — yet take comparatively little share in the gradual rise of a new 
world; henceforth they follow rather than lead. On the other hand, in all 
European countries in the most widely different spheres of free human activity 
there arises from about the year 1200 onwards a really recreative movement. 
The Church schism and the revolt against State decrees are in reality rather the 
mechanical side of this movement; they spring from the deeply felt need, 
experienced by newly awakening powers, of making room for themselves; the 
creative element, strictly speaking, has to be sought elsewhere. I have already 
indicated where, when I sought to justify my choice of the year 1200 as 
turning-point: the advance in things technical and industrial, the founding of 
commerce on a large scale on the thoroughly Teutonic basis of stainless 
uprightness, the rise of busy towns, the discovery of the earth (as we may 
daringly call it), the study of nature which begins diffidently but soon extends 

its horizon over the whole cosmos, the sounding of the deepest depths of 
human thought, from Roger Bacon to Kant, the soaring of the spirit up to 
heaven, from Dante to Beethoven: it is in all this that we may recognise the 
rise of a new world. 
  
THE CONTINUATION 
 
    With this study of the gradual rise of a new world, approximately from the 
year 1200 to the year 1800, 
 
lxxxii AUTHOR‘S INTRODUCTION 
these “Foundations“ come to a close. The detailed plan of the “Nineteenth 
Century“ lies before me. In it I carefully avoid all artificial theorising and all 
attempts to find an immediate connection between the two parts. It is quite 
sufficient that the explanatory account of the first eighteen centuries has been 
already given even though frequent and express reference to it be not 
necessary, it will prove itself as the indispensable introduction; the supplement 
will then be devoted to drawing parallels and to the calculation of comparative 
values. Here I shall confine myself to considering one by one the most 
important phenomena of the century; the principal features of political, 
religious and social organisation, the course of development of the technical 
arts, the progress of natural science and the humanities, and, lastly, the history 
of the human mind as a thinking and creative power; everywhere, of course, 
only the principal currents will be emphasised and nothing but the highest 
achievements mentioned. 
    The consideration of these points is led up to by an introductory chapter on 
the “New Forces“ which have asserted themselves in this century and have 
given to it its characteristic physiognomy, but which could not be treated 
adequately within the limits of one of the general chapters. The press, for 
instance, is at the same time a political and a social power of the very first rank; 
its stupendous development in the nineteenth century it owes primarily to 
industry and art. I do not refer so much to the production of newspapers by 
timesaving machinery, &c., as to telegraphy, which supplies the papers with 
news, and to railways, which spread printed matter everywhere. The press is 
the most powerful ally of capitalism; on art, philosophy and science it cannot 
really exercise a distinct determining influence, but even here it can hasten or 
delay, and so exercise in a high degree a formative influence upon 
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the age. This is a power unknown to previous centuries. In the same way 
technical developments, the invention and perfection of the railway and the 
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steamboat, as also of the electric telegraph, have exercised no small influence 
upon all spheres of human activity and wrought a great change in the face of 
our earth and in the conditions of life upon it: quite direct is the influence on 
strategy and consequently upon politics, as well as on trade and industry, while 
science and even art have also been indirectly affected: the astronomers of all 
lands can with comparative ease betake themselves to the North Cape or the 
Fiji Islands to observe a total eclipse of the sun, and the German festival plays 
in Bayreuth have, towards the end of the century, thanks to the railway and the 
steamboat, become a living centre of dramatic art for the whole world. Among 
these forces I likewise reckon the emancipation of the Jews. Like every power 
that has newly dropped its fetters, like the press and quick transit, this sudden 
inroad of the Jews upon the life of the European races, who mould the history 
of the world, has certainly not brought good alone in its train; the so-called 
Classical Renaissance was after all merely a new birth of ideas, the Jewish 
Renaissance is the resurrection of a Lazarus long considered dead, who 
introduces into the Teutonic world the customs and modes of thought of the 
Oriental, and who at the same time seems to receive a new lease of life 
thereby, like the vine-pest which, after leading in America the humble life of an 
innocent little beetle, was introduced into Europe and suddenly attained to a 
world-wide fame of serious import. We have, however, reason to hope and 
believe that the Jews, like the Americans, have brought us not only a new pest 
but also a new vine. Certain it is that they have left a peculiar impress upon our 
time, and that the “new world“ which is arising will require a very great 
exercise of its strength 
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for the work of assimilating this fragment of the “old world.“ There are still 
other “new forces“ which will have to be discussed in their proper place. The 
founding of modern chemistry, for example, is the starting-point of a new 
natural science; and the perfecting of a new artistic language by Beethoven is 
beyond doubt one of the most pregnant achievements in the sphere of art 
since the days of Homer; it gave men a new organ of speech, that is to say, a 
new power. 
 
The depreciation of landed property, the progressive impoverishment of the 
peasant, the advance of industry, the rise of an incalculable army of industrial 
proletarians, and consequently of a new form of Socialism, a radical change of 
all political conditions: all this is a result of changed conditions of traffic and 
has been brought about, if I may so express it, anonymously, like the building 
of an ant‘s nest, in which each ant only sees the individual grains which it 
laboriously drags to the heap. The same, however, is true of ideas: they hold 

man in a tyrannical grasp, they clutch his mind as a bird of prey its quarry and 
no one can resist them; so long as any particular 
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conception is dominant, nothing can be accomplished outside the sphere of its 
magic influence; whoever cannot feel as it dictates is condemned to sterility, 
however talented he may be. This we have seen in the second half of the 
nineteenth century in connection with Darwin‘s theory of evolution. This idea 
had already begun to appear in the eighteenth century, as a natural reaction 
from the old theory of the immutability of species, which Linnaeus had 
brought to formal perfection. In Herder, Kant and Goethe we meet with the 
idea of evolution in characteristic colouring; it is the revolt of great minds 
against dogma: in the case of the first, because he, following the course of 
Teutonic philosophy, endeavoured to find in the development of the idea 
“nature“ an entity embracing man; in the case of the second, because he as 
metaphysician and moralist could not bear to lose the conception of 
perfectibility, while the third, with the eye of the poet, discovered on all sides 
phenomena which seemed to him to point to a primary relationship between 
all living organisms, and feared lest his discovery should evaporate into 
abstract nothingness if this relationship were not viewed as resting upon direct 
descent. This is how such thoughts arise. In minds of such phenomenal 
breadth as Goethe‘s, Herder‘s and Kant‘s there is room for very different 
conceptions side by side; they are to be compared with Spinoza‘s God, whose 
one substance manifests itself simultaneously in various forms; in their ideas 
on metamorphosis, affinities and development, I can find nothing contrary to 
other views, and I believe that they would have rejected our present dogma of 
evolution, as they did that of immutability. * I return to this point in another 
place. The overwhelming 
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majority of men with their display of ant-like activity are quite incapable of 
viewing things in such an original manner; productive power can be generated 
only by simple healthy specialisation. A manifestly unsound system like that of 
Darwin exercises a much more powerful influence than the deepest 
speculations, just because of its “practicability.“ And so we have seen the idea 
of evolution develop itself till it spread from biology and geology to all spheres 
of thought and investigation, and, intoxicated by its success, exercised such a 
tyranny that any one who did not swear by it was to be looked upon as a 
simpleton. I am not here concerned with the philosophy of all these 
phenomena; I have no doubt that the spirit of man as a whole expresses itself 
appropriately. I may, however, appropriate Goethe‘s remark, “what especially 
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impresses me is the people, a great mass, a necessary inevitable existence“ and 
thus establish and explain my conviction, that great men are in reality the 
flower of history and not its roots. And so I consider it proper to portray a 
century not so much by an enumeration of its leading men as by an 
emphasising of the anonymous currents, from which it has derived its peculiar 
and characteristic stamp in the various centres of social, industrial and 
scientific life. 
 
but from an interest of reason. “The steps of such a ladder, as experience can 
supply them to us, are far, too far, removed from one another, and what we 
suppose to be little distinctions are commonly in nature itself such wide clefts 
that on such observations as intentions of nature we can lay no stress whatever 
(especially when things are so manifold, since it must always be easy to find 
certain resemblances and approximations).“ In his criticism of Herder he 
reproaches the hypothesis of evolution with being one of those ideas “in the 
case of which one cannot think anything at all.“ Kant, whom even Haeckel 
calls the most important predecessor of Darwin, had thus gone so far as to 
supply the antidote to the dogmatic abuse of such a hypothesis. 
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GENIUS 
 
    There is, however, one exception. When we are dealing not with the mere 
power of observation, of comparison, of calculation, or with the inventive, 
industrial or intellectual activity struggling for existence, but with a purely 
creative activity, then Personality is everything. The history of art and 
philosophy is the history of individual men, the history of the really creative 
men of genius. Here nothing else counts. Whatever outside this is achieved 
within the sphere of philosophy — and much of importance is so achieved — 
belongs to science; in art it belongs to mechanical art, that is, to industry. 
    I lay all the more stress on this point, because at the present day regrettable 
confusion prevails with regard to it. The idea and consequently the word 
“Genius“ originated in the eighteenth century; they arose from the necessity of 
possessing a particular defining expression for “specifically creative minds.“ 
No less a thinker than Kant calls our attention to the fact that “the greatest 
discoverer in the sphere of science differs only in degree from the ordinary 
man, the Genius, on the other hand, differs specifically.“ This remark of 
Kant‘s is beyond doubt just, but we make the one reservation, that of 
extending — as we cannot help doing — the term “work of genius“ to every 
creation, in which the imagination plays a formative and predominant part, and 
in this connection the philosophic genius deserves the same place as the poetic 

or the plastic. Here let me say that I give to the word philosophy its old, wide 
signification, which embraced not only the abstract philosophy of reason, but 
natural philosophy, the philosophy of religion, and all thought which rises to 
the dignity of a philosophy of life. If the word genius is to retain a sense, we 
must employ it only of men who have everlastingly enriched our intellectual 
store by powerful 
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creations of their imagination, but it must be applicable to all such without 
exception. Not only the Iliad and Prometheus Bound, the Adorations of the 
Cross and Hamlet, but also Plato‘s World of Ideas and Democritus‘ World of 
Atoms, the Chandogya‘s tat-twam-asi and Copernicus‘ System of the Heavens 
are works of immortal genius; for just as indestructible as matter and power 
are the flashes of light which radiate from the brains of men endowed with 
creative power; they never cease to reflect for each other the generations and 
the nations, and if they sometimes pale for a time, they shine out brightly once 
more when they strike a creative eye. In recent years it has been discovered 
that in the depths of the ocean, to which the sunlight does not penetrate, there 
are fishes which light up this world of darkness electrically; even thus is the 
dark night of human knowledge lighted up by the torch of genius. Goethe lit a 
torch with his Faust, Kant another with his conception of the transcendental 
ideality of time and space: both were creators of great imaginative power, both 
were men of genius. The scholastic strife about the Königsberg thinker, the 
battles between Kantians and anti-Kantians seem to me of just as much 
moment as the work of the zealous Faust critics: what is the use of logical hair-
splitting here? What in such a case is the meaning of the phrase, “to be right“? 
Blessed are they who have eyes to see and ears to hear! If the study of the 
stone, the moss, the microscopic infusorium fills us with wonder and 
admiration, with what reverence must we look up to the greatest phenomenon 
that nature presents to us — Genius! 
  
GENERALISATIONS 
 
    I must here add a remark of some importance. Though we are to concern 
ourselves particularly with general 
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tendencies, not with events and personages, still the danger of too wide 
generalisations must not be overlooked. We are but too prone to sum up 
prematurely. It is this tendency that makes men so often hang, as it were, a 
ticket round the neck of the nineteenth century, even though they must know 
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that it is utterly impossible by means of a single word to be just both to 
ourselves and to the past. A fixed idea of this kind is quite sufficient to render 
a clear comprehension of historical development impossible. 
    Quite commonly, for example, the nineteenth century is called the “century 
of natural science.“ When we remember what the sixteenth, seventeenth, and 
eighteenth centuries have achieved in this very sphere, we must surely hesitate 
before bestowing any such title on the nineteenth. We have but continued to 
build and by our industry have discovered much, but whether we can point to 
a Copernicus and a Galileo, to a Kepler and a Newton, to a Lavoisier and a 
Bichat * appears to me at least doubtful. Cuvier‘s activity attains indeed to the 
dignity of philosophical importance, and the powers of observation and 
invention of men like Bunsen (the chemist) and Pasteur come remarkably near 
genius; of imperishable fame are men like Louis Agassiz, Michael Faraday, 
Julius Robert Mayer, Heinrich Hertz and perhaps some few others; but we 
must at least admit that their achievements do not surpass those of their 
predecessors. Some years ago a University teacher of the medical faculty with a 
fine reputation for theoretical as well as practical work remarked to me, “In 
the case of us scholars nowadays it is not so much a question of brain 
convolutions as of perseverance.“ It would indeed be false modesty, and an 
emphasising of the unimportant, to designate the nineteenth century the 
“century of perseverance.“ All the more so, since the 
 
    * He died in 1802. 
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designation of “the century of the rolling wheel“ would certainly be quite as 
justifiable for an epoch which has produced the railway and the bicycle. Better, 
certainly, would be the general term “the century of science,“ by which would 
be understood that the spirit of accurate investigation which received its first 
encouragement from Roger Bacon had put all departments of study under its 
yoke. This spirit, however, if the matter be fully considered, will be found to 
have brought about less surprising results in the sphere of natural science, in 
which since earliest times the exact observation of the heavenly bodies formed 
the basis of all knowledge, than in other spheres, in which arbitrary methods 
had hitherto been the order of the day. Perhaps it would be a true and apt 
characterisation of the nineteenth century — though at the same time an 
unfamiliar one to most educated people — to style it the “century of 
philology.“ First called into being towards the end of the eighteenth century by 
such men as Jones, Anquetil du Perron, the brothers Schlegel and Grimm, 
Karadžič and others, comparative philology has in the course of a single 
century made quite extraordinary progress. To establish the organism and the 

history of language means not merely to throw light upon anthropology, 
ethnology and history, but particularly to strengthen human minds for new 
achievements. And while the philology of the nineteenth century thus laboured 
for the future, it unearthed buried treasures of the past, which are among the 
most valuable possessions of mankind. It is not necessary to feel sympathy for 
the pseudo-Buddhistical sport of half-educated idlers in order to recognise 
clearly that the discovery of the divine doctrine of understanding of the 
ancient Indians is one of the greatest achievements of the nineteenth century, 
destined to exercise an enduring influence upon distant ages. To this has been 
added the knowledge of old Teutonic poetry and mythology. Every- 
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thing that tends to strengthen genuine individuality is a real safety anchor. The 
brilliant series of Teutonic and Indian scholars has, half unconsciously, 
accomplished a great work at the right moment; now we too possess our “holy 
books,“ and what they teach is more beautiful and nobler than what the Old 
Testament sets forth. The belief in our strength, which the history of the 
nineteenth century gives us, has been intensified to an incalculable extent by 
this discovery of our independent capacity for much that is of the highest, and 
to which our relation was hitherto one of subjection: in particular the myth of 
the peculiar aptitude of the Jew for religion is finally exploded; for this later 
generations will owe a debt of gratitude to the nineteenth century. This is one 
of the greatest and most far-reaching achievements of our time, and so the title 
“the century of philology“ would be in a certain sense justified. In this 
connection we have mentioned another of the characteristic phenomena of the 
nineteenth century. Ranke had prophesied that our century would be a century 
of nationality; that was a correct political prognostic, for never before have the 
nations stood opposed to each other so clearly and definitely as antagonistic 
unities. It has, however, also become a century of races, and that indeed is in 
the first instance a necessary and direct consequence of science and scientific 
thinking. I have already said at the beginning of this introduction that science 
does not unite but dissects. That statement has not contradicted itself here. 
Scientific anatomy has furnished such conclusive proofs of the existence of 
physical characteristics distinguishing the races from each other that they can 
no longer be denied; scientific philology has discovered between the various 
languages fundamental differences which cannot be bridged over; the scientific 
study of history in its various branches has brought about similar results, 
especially by the 
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exact determination of the religious history of each race, in which only the 
most general of general ideas can raise the illusion of similarity, while the 
further development has always followed and still follows definite, sharply 
divergent lines. The so-called unity of the human race is indeed still honoured 
as a hypothesis, but only as a personal, subjective conviction lacking every 
material foundation. The ideas of the eighteenth century with regard to the 
brotherhood of nations were certainly very noble but purely sentimental in 
their origin; and in contrast to these ideas to which the Socialists still cling, 
limping on like reserves in the battle, stern reality has gradually asserted itself 
as the necessary result of the events and investigations of our time. There are 
many other titles for which much might be said: Rousseau had already spoken 
prophetically of a “siècle des révolutions,“ others speak of a century of Jewish 
emancipation, century of electricity, century of national armies, century of 
colonies, century of music, century of advertisement, century of the 
proclamation of infallibility. Lately I found the nineteenth century described in 
an English book as the religious century, and could not quite dispute the 
statement; for Beer, the author of the Geschichte des Welthandels, the 
nineteenth century is the “economic“ century, whereas Professor Paulsen in 
his Geschichte des gelehrten Unterrichts (2 Aufl. ii. 206) calls it the saeculum 
historicum in contrast to the preceding saeculum philosophicum, and Goethe‘s 
expression “ein aberweises Jahrhundert“ could be applied quite as well to the 
nineteenth century as to the eighteenth. No such generalisation possesses any 
real value. 
The nineteenth century is essentially a century of accumulation, an age of 
transition and of the provisional; in other respects it is neither fish nor flesh; it 
dangles between empiricism and spiritism, between liberalismus vulgaris, as it 
has been wittily called, and the impotent efforts of senile conservatism, 
between autocracy and anarchism, doctrines of infallibility and the most stupid 
materialism, worship of the Jew and anti-Semitism, the rule of the millionaire 
and proletarian government. Not ideas, but material gains, are the 
characteristic feature of the nineteenth century. The great thoughts that have 
cropped up here and there, the mighty creations of art, from Faust, Part II., to 
Parsifal, have brought undying fame to the German people, but they are for 
future times. After the great social revolutions and the momentous intellectual 
achievements (at the close of the eighteenth and the early dawn of the 
nineteenth century) material for further development had again to be collected. 
And so this too great preoccupation with the material banished the beautiful 
almost entirely from life; at the present moment there exists perhaps no 
savage, at least no half-civilised people, which does not to my mind possess 
more beauty in its surroundings and more harmony in its existence as a whole 
than the great mass of so-called civilised Europeans. It is therefore, I think, 

necessary to be moderate in our enthusiastic admiration for the nineteenth 
century. On the other hand it is easy to feel the enthusiasm spoken of by 
Goethe, as soon as our glance rests not upon the one century alone but 
embraces all that “new world“ which has been slowly unfolding for centuries. 
Certainly the commonly accepted idea of “progress“ has by no means a sound 
philosophical foundation; under this flag sail almost all the refuse wares of our 
time; Goethe, who never tires of pointing to enthusiasm as the motive element 
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in our nature, declares his conviction nevertheless to be that “Men become 
wiser and more discerning, but not better, happier and more vigorous, or if 
they do become so, it is only for a time.“ * But what could be more elevating 
than consciously to work towards such an epoch, in which, if only for a time, 
mankind will be better, happier and more vigorous? And when we regard the 
nineteenth century not as something isolated but as part of a much greater 
period of time, we discover soon that out of the barbarism which followed 
upon the downfall of the old world, and out of the wild ferment called forth 
by the shock of opposing forces, some centuries ago a perfectly new 
organisation of human society began to develop, and that our world of to-day 
— far from being the summit of this evolution — simply represents a 
transition stage, a “middle point“ in the long and weary journey. If the 
nineteenth century were really a summit, then the pessimistic view of life 
would be the only justifiable one: to see, after all the great achievements in the 
intellectual and material spheres, bestial wickedness still so widespread, and 
misery increased a thousandfold, could cause us only to repeat Jean Jacques 
Rousseau‘s prayer: “Almighty God, deliver us from the sciences and the 
pernicious arts of our fathers! Grant us ignorance, innocence and poverty once 
more as the only things which can bring happiness and which are of value in 
Thine eyes!“ If, however, as I have said, we see in the nineteenth century a 
stage in the journey, if we do not let ourselves be blinded by visions of “golden 
ages,“ or by delusions of the future and the past, if we do not allow ourselves 
to be led astray in our sound judgment by Utopian conceptions of a gradual 
improvement of mankind as a whole, and of political machinery working 
ideally, then we are justified in the hope and belief that we Teutonic peoples, 
and the 
 
    * Eckermann: October 23, 1828. 
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peoples under our influence, are advancing towards a new harmonious culture, 
incomparably more beautiful than any of which history has to tell, a culture in 
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which men should really be “better and happier“ than they are at present. It 
may be that the tendency of modern education to direct the glance so 
unceasingly to the past is regrettable, but it has the advantage that one does 
not require to be a Schiller to feel with him that “no single modern man can 
vie with the individual Athenian for the prize of manhood.“ * For that reason 
we now direct our glance to the future, to that future the character of which is 
beginning to dawn upon us, as we are gradually becoming aware of the real 
significance of the present era which embraces the last seven hundred years. 
We will vie with the Athenian. We will form a world in which beauty and 
harmony of existence do not, as in their case, depend upon the employment of 
slaves, upon eunuchs, and the seclusion of women! We may confidently hope 
to do so, for we see this world slowly and with difficulty rising up around our 
brief span of life. And the fact that it does so unconsciously does not matter; 
even the half-fabulous Phoenician historian Sanchuniathon says in the first 
part of his first book, when speaking of the creation of the world: “Things 
themselves, however, knew nothing of their own origin.“ The same holds true 
to-day; history endlessly illustrates Mephisto‘s words, “Du glaubst zu schieben 
und du wirst geschoben.“ When, therefore, we look back at the nineteenth 
century, which certainly was driven more than it drove, and in most things 
deviated to an almost ridiculous extent from the paths it had originally 
intended to pursue, we cannot help feeling a thrill of honest admiration and 
almost of enthusiasm. In this century 
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an enormous amount of work has been done, and that is the foundation of all 
“growing better and happier“; this was the morality of our age, if I may so 
express myself. And while the workshop of great creative ideas was seemingly 
unproductive, the methods of work were perfected in a manner hitherto 
undreamt of. 
    The nineteenth century is the triumph of method. In this more than in any 
political organisation we see a victory of the democratic principle. Men as a 
whole rose hereby a step higher, and became more efficient. In former 
centuries only men of genius, later only highly gifted men could accomplish 
anything; now, thanks to method, every one can do so. Compulsory education, 
followed by the imperative struggle for existence, has provided thousands to-
day with the “method“ to enable them, without any special gift, to take part in 
the common work of the human race as technicians, industrials, natural 
investigators, philologists, historians, mathematicians, psychologists, &c. The 
mastery of so colossal a material in so short a space of time would otherwise 
be quite unthinkable. Just consider what was understood by “philology“ a 
hundred years ago! Where was there such a thing as true “historical 

investigation“? We meet with exactly the same spirit in all spheres which lie far 
remote from science: the national armies are the most universal and simple 
application of method and the Hohenzollerns are in so far the democrats of 
the nineteenth century that they set the fashion for others: method in arm and 
leg movement, but at the same time method in education of the will, of 
obedience, of duty, of responsibility. Skill and conscientiousness have in 
consequence — unfortunately not everywhere, but nevertheless in many 
spheres — decidedly increased: we make greater demands on ourselves and on 
others than we did of old; in a sense a general technical improvement has 
taken place — an improvement 
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which extends even to men‘s habits of thinking. This amelioration of 
conditions can hardly fail to have a bearing upon morality: the abolition of 
human slavery outside Europe — at least in the officially recognised sense of 
the word — and the beginning of a movement to protect animal slaves are 
omens of great significance. 
    And so I believe that in spite of all doubts a just and loving contemplation 
of the nineteenth century must both “enlighten the understanding“ and 
“awaken enthusiasm.“ To begin with, we consider only its “Foundations,“ that 
is, the “sum of all that has gone before“ — that Past out of which the 
nineteenth century has laboriously but successfully extricated itself. 
  
   
 
253 THE JEWS 
 
    Out of the midst of the chaos towers, like a sharply defined rock amid the 
formless ocean, one single people, a numerically insignificant people — the 
Jews. This one race has established as its guiding principle the purity of the 
blood; it alone possesses, therefore, physiognomy and character. If we 
contemplate the southern and eastern centres of culture in the world-empire in 
its down- 
 
cluded from that that its chief end was not the enjoyment of a god-given 
happiness but the prevention of an evil (compare Christ‘s chief doctrine, that 
of the “conversion of will,“ cf. p. 188). Augustine, the African mestizo, found 
it easy to refute him; he appealed to the first chapter of the first book of the 
Jewish Thora, to prove beyond dispute that everything is good and that “the 
world exists for no other reason than because it has been pleasing to a good 
God to create the absolutely good.“ (See the very instructive discussion in the 
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De civitate Dei, xi. 23.) Augustine triumphantly introduces another argument 
in this place: if Origenes were right, then the most sinful creatures would have 
the heaviest bodies and devils would be visible, but devils have airy, invisible 
shapes, and so, &c. Thus thoughts that arose in the Chaos prevailed over 
metaphysical religion. (The same arguments are to be found, word for word, in 
the Führer der Irrenden of the Jew Maimuni.) 
    * Bürger calls it Luftiges Gesindel (airy rabble) in his Lenore. 
 
254 THE HEIRS 
 
fall, and let no sympathies or antipathies pervert our judgment, we must 
confess that the Jews were at that time the only people deserving respect. We 
may well apply to them the words of Goethe, “the faith broad, narrow the 
thought.“ In comparison with Rome and still more so with Hellas their 
intellectual horizon appears so narrow, their mental capacities so limited, that 
we seem to have before us an entirely new type of being but the narrowness 
and want of originality in thought are fully counterbalanced by the power of 
faith, a faith which might be very simply defined as “faith in self.“ And since 
this faith in self included faith in a higher being, it did not lack ethical 
significance. However poor the Jewish “law“ may appear, when compared 
with the religious creations of the various Indo-European peoples, it possessed 
a unique advantage in the fallen Roman Empire of that time: it was, in fact, a 
law; a law which men humbly obeyed, and this very obedience was bound to 
be of great ethical import in a world of such lawlessness. Here, as everywhere, 
we shall find that the influence of the Jews — for good and for evil — lies in 
their character, not in their intellectual achievements. * Certain historians of 
the nineteenth century, even men so intellectually pre-eminent as Count 
Gobineau, have supported the view that Judaism has always had merely a 
disintegrating influence upon all peoples. I cannot share this conviction. In 
truth, where the Jews become very numerous in a strange land, they may make 
it their object to fulfil the promises of their Prophets and with the best will and 
conscience to “consume the strange peoples“; did they not say of themselves, 
even in the lifetime of Moses, that they were “like locusts“? However, we must 
distinguish between Judaism and the Jews and admit that Judaism as an idea is 
one of the most conservative ideas in the world. The idea of physical race-
unity and race-purity, which is the very 
 
    * See p. 238 f. 
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essence of Judaism, signifies the recognition of a fundamental physiological 
fact of life; wherever we observe life, from the hyphomycetes to the noble 
horse, we see the importance of “race“; Judaism made this law of nature 
sacred. And this is the reason why it triumphantly prevailed at that critical 
moment in the history of the world, when a rich legacy was waiting in vain for 
worthy heirs. It did not further, but rather put a stop to, universal 
disintegration. The Jewish dogma was like a sharp acid which is poured into a 
liquid which is being decomposed in order to clear it and keep it from further 
decomposition. Though this acid may not be to the taste of every one, yet it 
has played so decisive a part in the history of the epoch of culture to which we 
belong that we ought to be grateful to the giver: instead of being indignant 
about it, we shall do better to inform ourselves thoroughly concerning the 
significance of this “entrance of the Jews into the history of the West,“ an 
event which in any case exercised inestimable influence upon our whole 
culture, and which has not yet reached its full growth. 
    Another word of explanation. I am speaking of Jews, not of Semites in 
general; not because I fail to recognise the part played by the latter in the 
history of the world, but because my task is limited both in respect of time and 
space. Indeed for many centuries other branches of the Semitic race had 
founded powerful kingdoms on the South and East coasts of the 
Mediterranean and had established commercial depots as far as the coasts of 
the Atlantic Ocean; doubtless they had also been stimulative in other ways, and 
had spread knowledge and accomplished merits of many kinds; but nowhere 
had there been a close intellectual connection between them and the other 
inhabitants of future Europe. The Jews first brought this about, not by the 
millions of Jews who lived in the Diaspora, but first and foremost by the 
Christian idea. It was only when the Jews crucified Christ that they 
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unconsciously broke the spell which had hitherto isolated them in the pride of 
ignorance. — At a later time, indeed, a Semitic flood swept once more across 
the European, Asiatic and African world, a flood such as, but for the 
destruction of Carthage by Rome, would have swept over Europe a thousand 
years before, with results which would have been decisive and permanent. * 
But here, too, the Semitic idea — “faith wide, narrow the thought“ — proved 
itself more powerful than its bearers; the Arabs were gradually thrown back 
and, in contrast to the Jews, not one of them remained on European soil; but 
where their abstract idolatry † had obtained a foothold all possibility of a 
culture disappeared; the Semitic dogma of materialism, which in this case and 
in contrast to Christianity had kept itself free of all Aryan admixtures, deprived 
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noble human races of all soul, and excluded them for ever from the “race that 
strives to reach the light.“ — Of the Semites only the Jews, as we see, have 
positively furthered our culture and also shared, as far as their extremely 
assimilative nature permitted them, in the legacy of antiquity. 
  
 
THE TEUTONIC RACES 
 
    The entrance of the Teutonic races into the history of the world forms the 
counterpart to the spread of this diminutive and yet so influential people. 
There, too, we see what pure race signifies, at the same time, however, what 
variety of races is — that great natural principle of many-sidedness, and of 
dissimilarity of mental gifts, which shallow, venal, ignorant babblers of the 
present day would fain deny, slavish souls sprung from the chaos of peoples, 
who feel at ease only in a confused atmosphere of characterlessness and 
absence of individuality. To this day these two powers — Jews and Teutonic 
 
    * See p. 115 
    † See p. 240. 
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races — stand, wherever the recent spread of the Chaos has not blurred their 
features, now as friendly, now as hostile, but always as alien forces face to face. 
    In this book I understand by “Teutonic peoples“ the different North-
European races, which appear in history as Celts, Teutons (Germanen) and 
Slavs, and from whom — mostly by indeterminable mingling — the peoples 
of modern Europe are descended. It is certain that they belonged originally to 
a single family, as I shall prove in the sixth chapter; but the Teuton in the 
narrower Tacitean sense of the word has proved himself so intellectually, 
morally and physically pre-eminent among his kinsmen, that we are entitled to 
make his name summarily represent the whole family. The Teuton is the soul 
of our culture. Europe of to-day, with its many branches over the whole world, 
represents the chequered result of an infinitely manifold mingling of races: 
what binds us all together and makes an organic unity of us is “Teutonic“ 
blood. If we look around, we see that the importance of each nation as a living 
power to-day is dependent upon the proportion of genuinely Teutonic blood 
in its population. Only Teutons sit on the thrones of Europe. — What 
preceded in the history of the world we may regard as Prolegomena; true 
history, the history which still controls the rhythm of our hearts and circulates 
in our veins, inspiring us to new hope and new creation, begins at the moment 

when the Teuton with his masterful hand lays his grip upon the legacy of 
antiquity…. 
 
  
 
 
269 IMPORTANCE OF RACE 
 
    Nothing is so convincing as the consciousness of the possession of Race. 
The man who belongs to a distinct, pure race, never loses the sense of it. The 
guardian angel of his lineage is ever at his side, supporting him where he loses 
his foothold, warning him like the Socratic Daemon where he is in danger of 
going astray, compelling obedience, and forcing him to undertakings which, 
deeming them impossible, he would never have dared to attempt. Weak and 
erring like all that is human, a man of this stamp recognises himself, as others 
recognise him, by the sureness of his character, and by the fact that his actions 
are marked by a certain simple and peculiar greatness, which finds its 
explanation in his distinctly typical and super-personal qualities. Race lifts a 
man above himself: it endows him with extraordinary — I might almost say 
supernatural — powers, so entirely does it distinguish him from the individual 
who springs from the chaotic jumble of peoples drawn from all parts of the 
world: and should this man of pure origin be perchance gifted above his 
fellows, then the fact of Race strengthens and elevates him on every hand, and 
he becomes a genius towering over the rest of mankind, not because he has 
been thrown upon the earth like a flaming meteor by a freak of nature, but 
because he soars heavenward like some strong and stately tree, nourished by 
thousands and thousands of roots — no solitary individual, but the living sum 
of untold souls striving for the same goal. He who has eyes to see at once 
detects Race in 
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animals. It shows itself in the whole habit of the beast, and proclaims itself in a 
hundred peculiarities which defy analysis: nay more, it proves itself by 
achievements, for its possession invariably leads to something excessive and 
out of the common — even to that which is exaggerated and not free from 
bias. Goethe‘s dictum, “only that which is extravagant (überschwänglich) 
makes greatness,“ is well known. * That is the very quality which a 
thoroughbred race reared from superior materials bestows upon its individual 
descendants — something “extravagant“ — and, indeed, what we learn from 
every racehorse, every thoroughbred fox-terrier, every Cochin China fowl, is 
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the very lesson which the history of mankind so eloquently teaches us! Is not 
the Greek in the fulness of his glory an unparalleled example of this 
“extravagance“? And do we not see this “extravagance“ first make its 
appearance when immigration from the North has ceased, and the various 
strong breeds of men, isolated on the peninsula once for all, begin to fuse into 
a new race, brighter and more brilliant, where, as in Athens, the racial blood 
flows from many sources — simpler and more resisting where, as in 
Lacedaemon, even this mixture of blood had been barred out. Is the race not 
as it were extinguished, as soon as fate wrests the land from its proud 
exclusiveness and incorporates it in a greater whole? † Does not Rome teach 
us the same 
 
    * Materialien zur Geschichte der Farbenlehre, the part dealing with 
Newton‘s personality. 
    † It is well known that it was but gradually extinguished, and that in spite of 
a political situation, which must assuredly have brought speedy destruction on 
everything Hellenic, had not race qualities here had a decisive influence. Till 
late in the Christian era Athens remained the centre of intellectual life for 
mankind; Alexandria was more talked of, the strong Semitic contingent saw to 
that; but any one who wished to study in earnest travelled to Athens, till 
Christian narrow-mindedness for ever closed the schools there in the year 529, 
and we learn that as late as this even the man of the people was distinguished 
in Athens “by the liveliness of his intellect, the correctness of his language and 
the sureness of his taste“ (Gibbon, 
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lesson? Has not in this case also a special mixture of blood produced an 
absolutely new race, * similar in qualities and capacities to no later one, 
endowed with exuberant power? And does not victory in this case effect what 
disaster did in that, but only much more quickly? Like a cataract the stream of 
strange blood overflooded the almost depopulated Rome and at once the 
Romans ceased to be. Would one small tribe from among all the Semites have 
become a world-embracing power had it not made “purity of race“ its 
inflexible fundamental law? In days when so much nonsense is talked 
concerning this question, let Disraeli teach us that the whole significance of 
judaism lies in its purity of race, that this alone gives it power and duration, 
and just as it has outlived the people of antiquity, so, thanks to its knowledge 
of this law of nature, will it outlive the constantly mingling races of to-day. † 
    What is the use of detailed scientific investigations as to whether there are 
distinguishable races? whether race has a worth? how this is possible? and so 

on. We turn the tables and say: it is evident that there are such races: it is a fact 
of direct experience that the quality of the race is of vital importance; your 
province is only to find out the how and the wherefore, not to deny the facts 
themselves in order to indulge your ignorance. One of the greatest 
ethnologists of the present day, 
 
chap. xl.). There is in George Finlay‘s book, Medieval Greece, chap. i., a 
complete and very interesting and clear account of the gradual destruction of 
the Hellenic race by foreign immigration. One after the other colonies of 
Roman soldiers from all parts of the Empire, then Celts, Teutonic peoples, 
Slavonians, Bulgarians, Wallachians, Albanesians, &c., had moved into the 
country and mixed with the original population. The Zaconians, who were 
numerous even in the fifteenth century, but have now almost died out, are said 
to be the only pure Hellenes. 
    * Cf. p. 109, note. 
    † See the novels Tancred and Coningsby. In the latter Sidonia says: “Race is 
everything; there is no other truth. And every race must fall which carelessly 
suffers its blood to become mixed.“ 
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Adolf Bastian, testifies that, “what we see in history is not a transformation, a 
passing of one race into another, but entirely new and perfect creations, which 
the ever-youthful productivity of nature sends forth from the invisible realm of 
Hades.“ * Whoever travels the short distance between Calais and Dover, feels 
almost as if he had reached a different planet, so great is the difference 
between the English and French, despite their many points of relationship. 
The observer can also see from this instance the value of purer “inbreeding.“ 
England is practically cut off by its insular position: the last (not very 
extensive) invasion took place 800 years ago; since then only a few thousands 
from the Netherlands, and later a few thousand Huguenots have crossed over 
(all of the same origin), and thus has been reared that race which at the present 
moment is unquestionably the strongest in Europe. † 
    Direct experience, however, offers us a series of quite different observations 
on race, all of which may gradually contribute to the extension of our 
knowledge as well as to its definiteness. In contrast to the new, growing, 
Anglo-Saxon race, look, for instance, at the Sephardim, the so-called “Spanish 
Jews“; here we find how a genuine race can by purity keep itself noble for 
centuries and tens of centuries, but at the same time how very necessary it is to 
distinguish between the nobly reared portions of a nation and the rest. In 
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England, Holland and Italy there are still genuine Sephardim but very few, 
since 
 
    * Das Beständige in den Menschenrassen und die Spielweite ihrer 
Veränderlichkeit, 1868, p. 26. 
    † Mention should also be made of Japan, where likewise a felicitous crossing 
and afterwards insular isolation have contributed to the production of a very 
remarkable race, much stronger and (within the Mongoloid sphere of 
possibility) much more profoundly endowed than most Europeans imagine. 
Perhaps the only books in which one gets to know the Japanese soul are those 
of Lafcadio Hearn: Kokoro, Hints and Echoes of Japanese Inner Life; 
Gleanings in Buddha Fields, and others. 
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they can scarcely any longer avoid crossing with the Ashkenazim (the so-called 
“German Jews“). Thus, for example, the Montefiores of the present 
generation have all without exception married German Jewesses. But every 
one who has travelled in the East of Europe, where the genuine Sephardim 
still as far as possible avoid all intercourse with German Jews, for whom they 
have an almost comical repugnance, will agree with me when I say that it is 
only when one sees these men and has intercourse with them that one begins 
to comprehend the significance of Judaism in the history of the world. This is 
nobility in the fullest sense of the word, genuine nobility of race! Beautiful 
figures, noble heads, dignity in speech and bearing. The type is Semitic in the 
same sense as that of certain noble Syrians and Arabs. That out of the midst of 
such people Prophets and Psalmists could arise — that I understood at the 
first glance, which I honestly confess that I had never succeeded in doing 
when I gazed, however carefully, on the many hundred young Jews — 
“Bochers“ — of the Friedrichstrasse in Berlin. When we study the Sacred 
Books of the Jews we see further that the conversion of this monopolytheistic 
people to the ever sublime (though according to our ideas mechanical and 
materialistic) conception of a true cosmic monotheism was not the work of the 
community, but of a mere fraction of the people; indeed this minority had to 
wage a continuous warfare against the majority, and was compelled to enforce 
the acceptance of its more exalted view of life by means of the highest Power 
to which man is heir, the might of personality. As for the rest of the people, 
unless the Prophets were guilty of gross exaggeration, they convey the 
impression of a singularly vulgar crowd, devoid of every higher aim, the rich 
hard and unbelieving, the poor fickle and ever possessed by the longing to 
throw themselves into the arms of the wretchedest and filthiest idolatry. The 
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course of Jewish history has provided for a peculiar artificial selection of the 
morally higher section: by banishments, by continual withdrawals to the 
Diaspora — a result of the poverty and oppressed condition of the land — 
only the most faithful (of the better classes) remained behind, and these 
abhorred every marriage contract — even with Jews! — in which both parties 
could not show an absolutely pure descent from one of the tribes of Israel and 
prove their strict orthodoxy beyond all doubt. * There remained then no great 
choice; for the nearest neighbours, the Samaritans, were heterodox, and in the 
remoter parts of the land, except in the case of the Levites who kept apart, the 
population was to a large extent much mixed. In this way race was here 
produced. And when at last the final dispersion of the Jews came, all or almost 
all of these sole genuine Jews were taken to Spain. The shrewd Romans in fact 
knew well how to draw distinctions, and so they removed these dangerous 
fanatics, these proud men, whose very glance made the masses obey, from 
their Eastern home to the farthest West, † while, on the other hand, they did 
not disturb the Jewish people outside of the narrower Judea more than the 
Jews of the Diaspora. ‡ — Here, again, we have a most interesting object-
lesson on the origin and worth of “race“! For of all the men whom we are 
wont to characterise as Jews, relatively few are descended from these great 
genuine Hebrews, they are rather the descendants of the Jews of the Diaspora, 
 
    * Natural children are not at all taken into the community by orthodox Jews. 
Among the Sephardim of East Europe to-day, a girl who is known to have 
gone wrong is immediately taken by the plenipotentiaries of the community to 
a strange land and provided for there; neither she nor her child can venture 
ever to let anything be heard of them, they are regarded as dead. Thus they 
provide against blind love introducing strange blood into the tribe. 
    † See Graetz, as above, chap. ix., on The Period of the Diaspora. 
    ‡ In Tiberias, for example, there was a Rabbi‘s school which for centuries 
set the fashion. (Regarding the ennobling of the Sephardim by Gothic blood, 
see below.) 
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Jews who did not take part in the last great struggles, who, indeed, to some 
extent did not even live through the Maccabean age; these and the poor 
country people who were left behind in Palestine, and who later in Christian 
ages were banished or fled, are the ancestors of “our Jews“ of to-day. Now 
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whoever wishes to see with his own eyes what noble race is, and what it is not, 
should send for the poorest of the Sephardim from Salonici or Sarajevo (great 
wealth is very rare among them, for they are men of stainless honour) and put 
him side by side with any Ashkenazim financier; then will he perceive the 
difference between the nobility which race bestows and that conferred by a 
monarch. *….. 
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HAD I been writing a hundred years ago, I should hardly have felt compelled 
at this point to devote a special chapter to the entrance of the Jews into 
Western history. Of course the share they had in the rise of Christianity, on 
account of the peculiar and absolutely un-Aryan spirit which they instilled into 
it, would have deserved our full attention, as well as also the economic part 
which they played in all Christian countries; but an occasional mention of 
these things would have sufficed; anything more would have been superfluous. 
Herder wrote at that time: “Jewish history takes up more room in our history 
and more attention than it probably deserves in itself.“ * In the meantime, 
however, a great change has taken place: the Jews play in Europe, and 
wherever European influence extends, a different part to-day from that which 
they played a hundred years ago; as Viktor Hehn expresses it, we live 
 
    * Von den deutsch-orientalischen Dichtern, Div. 2. 
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to-day in a “Jewish age“; * we may think what we like about the past history of 
the Jews, their present history actually takes up so much room in our own 
history that we cannot possibly refuse to notice them. Herder in spite of his 
outspoken humanism had expressed the opinion that “the Jewish people is and 
remains in Europe an Asiatic people alien to our part of the world, bound to 
that old law which it received in a distant climate, and which according to its 
own confession it cannot do away with.“ † Quite correct. But this alien people, 
everlastingly alien, because — as Herder well remarks — it is indissolubly 
bound to an alien law that is hostile to all other peoples — this alien people 
has become precisely in the course of the nineteenth century a 
disproportionately important and in many spheres actually dominant 
constituent of our life. Even a hundred years ago that same witness had sadly 

to confess that the “ruder nations of Europe“ were “willing slaves of Jewish 
usury“; to-day he could say the same of by far the greatest part of the civilised 
world. The possession of money in itself is, however, of least account; our 
governments, our law, our science, our commerce, our literature, our art... 
practically all branches of our life have become more or less willing slaves of 
the Jews, and drag the feudal fetter il not yet on two, at least on one leg. In the 
meantime the “alien“ element emphasised by Herder has become more and 
more prominent; a hundred years ago it was rather indistinctly and vaguely felt; 
now it has asserted and proved itself, and so forced itself on the attention of 
even the most inattentive. The Indo-European, moved by ideal motives, 
opened the gates in 
 
    * Gedanken über Goethe, 3rd ed. p. 40. The passage as it stands reads, 
“From the day of Goethe‘s death, the 22nd March, 1832, Börne dated the 
freedom of Germany. In reality, however, one epoch was with that day closed 
and the Jewish age in which we live began.“ 
    † Bekehrung der Juden. Abschnitt 7 of the Untersuchungen des 
vergangenen Jahrhunderts zur Beförderung eines geistigen Reiches. 
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friendship: the Jew rushed in like an enemy, stormed all positions and planted 
the flag of his, to us, alien nature — I will not say on the ruins, but on the 
breaches of our genuine individuality. 
    Are we for that reason to revile the Jews? That would be as ignoble as it is 
unworthy and senseless. The Jews deserve admiration, for they have acted with 
absolute consistency according to the logic and truth of their own 
individuality, and never for a moment have they allowed themselves to forget 
the sacredness of physical laws because of foolish humanitarian day-dreams 
which they shared only when such a policy was to their advantage. Consider 
with what mastery they use the law of blood to extend their power: the 
principal stem remains spotless, not a drop of strange blood comes in; as it 
stands in the Thora, “A bastard shall not enter into the congregation of the 
Lord; even to his tenth generation shall he not enter into the congregation of 
the Lord“ (Deuteronomy xxiii. 2); in the meantime, however, thousands of 
side branches are cut off and employed to infect the Indo-Europeans with 
Jewish blood. If that were to go on for a few centuries, there would be in 
Europe only one single people of pure race, that of the Jews, all the rest would 
be a herd of pseudo-Hebraic mestizos, a people beyond all doubt degenerate 
physically, mentally and morally. For even the great friend of the Jews, Ernest 
Renan, admits, “Je suis le premier à reconnaître que la race sémitique, 
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comparée à la race indo-européenne, représente réellement une combinaison 
inférieure de la nature humaine.“ * And in one of his best but unfortunately 
little-known writings he says again, “L‘épouvantable simplicité de l‘esprit 
sémitique rétrécit le cerveau humain, le ferme à toute idée délicate, à tout 
sentiment fin, à toute 
 
    * Histoire générale et système comparé des langues sémitiques, 5e éd. p. 4. 
It will make little difference to this view when I show, as I shall do 
immediately, that the Jews are not pure Semites but half Syrians. 
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recherche rationelle, pour le mettre en face d‘une éternelle tautologie: Dieu est 
Dieu“; * and he demonstrates that culture could have no future unless 
Christian religion should move farther away from the spirit of Judaism and the 
“Indo-European genius“ assert itself more and more in every domain. That 
mixture then undoubtedly signifies a degeneration: degeneration of the Jew, 
whose character is much too alien, firm and strong to be quickened and 
ennobled by Teutonic blood, degeneration of the European who can naturally 
only lose by crossing with an “inferior type“ — or, as I should prefer to say, 
with so different a type. While the mixture is taking place, the great chief stem 
of the pure unmixed Jews remains unimpaired. When Napoleon, at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century, dissatisfied that the Jews, in spite of their 
emancipation, should remain in proud isolation, angry with them for 
continuing to devour with their shameful usury the whole of his Alsace, 
although every career was now open to them, sent an ultimatum to the council 
of their elders demanding the unreserved fusion of the Jews with the rest of 
the nation — the delegates of the French Jews adopted all the articles 
prescribed but one, namely, that which aimed at absolute freedom of marriage 
with Christians. Their daughters might marry outside the Israelite people, but 
not their sons; the dictator of Europe had to yield. † This is the admirable law 
by which real Judaism was founded. Indeed, the law in its strictest form 
forbids marriage altogether between Jews and non-Jews; in Deuteronomy vii. 
3, we read, “Thy daughter thou shalt not give unto his son nor his daughter 
shalt thou take unto thy son“; but, as a rule, emphasis is laid only on the last 
clause; for example, in Exodus 
 
    * De la Part des peuples sémitiques dans l‘histoire de la civilisation, p. 39. 
    † In the second book I shall find it necessary to give more details 
concerning this famous synedrium and its casuistic distinction between 

religious and civil law — a distinction which neither Talmud nor Thora 
recognises. 
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xxxiv. 16, the sons alone are forbidden to take strange daughters, not the 
daughters to take strange sons, and in Nehemiah xiii., after both sides have 
been forbidden to marry outside the race, only the marriage of a son with a 
foreign wife is described as a “sin against God.“ That is also a perfectly correct 
view. By the marriage of a daughter with a Goy, the purity of the Jewish stem 
is in no way altered, while this stem thereby gets a footing in the strange camp; 
on the other hand, the marriage of a son with a Goya “makes the holy seed 
common“ as the book of Ezra ix. 2, drastically expresses it. * The possible 
conversion of the Goya to Judaism would not help matters: the idea of such a 
conversion was rightly quite strange to the older law — for the question is one 
of physical conditions of descent — but the newer law says, with enviable 
discernment: “Proselytes are as injurious to Judaism as ulcers to a sound 
body.“ † Thus was the Jewish race kept pure in the past and it is still kept so: 
daughters of the house of Rothschild have married barons, counts, dukes, 
princes, they submit to baptism without demur; no son has ever married a 
European; if he did so he would have to leave the house of his fathers and the 
community of his people. ‡ 
 
    * In the new literal translation of Professor Louis Segond the passage reads, 
“the sacred race defiled by mixture with strange peoples“; in the translation of 
De Wette it is, “they have mingled the holy seed with the peoples of the 
earth.“ 
    † From the Talmud, according to Döllinger, Vorträge i. 237. In another 
place the Talmud calls the proselytes a “burden.“ (See the Jew Philippson: 
Israelitische Religionslehre, 1861, ii. 189.) 
    ‡ How pure the Jewish race still is, has been shown by Virchow‘s great 
anthropological examination of all the school children of Germany; Ranke 
gives details in his book, Der Mensch, 2nd ed. ii 293: “The purer the race, the 
smaller is the number of mixed forms. In this connection it is certainly a very 
important fact that the smallest number of mixed forms was found among the 
Jews, whereby their decided isolation as a race from the Teutonic peoples, 
among which they live, is shown most clearly.“ — Measurements in America 
have, according to the American Anthropologist, vol. iv., in the meantime led 
to the conviction that there too the Jewish race “has kept itself absolutely 
pure.“ (Quoted from the Politisch-anthropologische Revue, 1904, March, p. 
1003.) 
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    These details are somewhat premature; they really belong to a later portion 
of the book; but my object has been at once and by the shortest way to meet 
the objection — which unfortunately is still to be expected from many sides 
— that there is no “Jewish question,“ from which would follow that the 
entrance of the Jews into our history had no significance. Others, again, talk of 
religion: it is a question, they say, of religious differences only. Whoever says 
this overlooks the fact that there would be no Jewish religion if there were no 
Jewish nation. But there is one. The Jewish nomocracy (that is, rule of the law) 
unites the Jews, no matter how scattered they may be over all the lands of the 
world, into a firm, uniform and absolutely political organism, in which 
community of blood testifies to a common past and gives a guarantee for a 
common future. Though it has many elements not purely Jewish in the 
narrower sense of the word, yet the power of this blood, united with the 
incomparable power of the Jewish idea, is so great that these alien elements 
have long ago been assimilated; for nearly two thousand years have passed 
since the time when the Jews gave up their temporary inclination to 
proselytising. Of course, I must, as I showed in the preceding chapter, 
distinguish between Jews of noble and of less noble birth; but what binds 
together the incompatible parts is (apart from gradual fusing) the tenacity of 
life which their national idea possesses. This national idea culminates in the 
unshakable confidence in the universal empire of the Jews, which Jehovah 
promised. “Simple people who have been born Christians“ (as Auerbach 
expresses it in his sketch of Spinoza‘s life) fancy that the Jews have given up 
that hope, but they are very wrong; for “the existence of Judaism depends 
upon the clinging to the Messianic hope,“ as one of the very moderate and 
liberal Jews lately wrote. * The whole Jewish religion is in fact founded on 
 
    * Skreinka: Entwickelungsgeschichte der jüdischen Dogmen, p. 75. 
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this hope. The Jewish faith in God, that which can and may be called 
“religion“ in their case, for it has become since the source of a fine morality, is 
a part of this national idea, not vice versa. To assert that there is a Jewish 
religion but no Jewish nation is simply nonsense. * 
    The entry of the Jews into the history of the West signifies therefore beyond 
doubt the entrance of a definite element, quite different from and in a way 
opposed to all European races, an element which remained essentially the 

same, while the nations of Europe went through the most various phases; in 
the course of a hard and often cruel history it never had the weakness to 
entertain proposals of fraternity, but, possessed as it was of its national idea, its 
national past, and its national future, felt and still feels all contact with others 
as a pollution; thanks also to the certainty of its instinct, which springs from 
strict uniformity of national feeling, it has always been able to 
 
    * At the Jewish congress held in Basle in 1898, Dr. Mandelstam, Professor 
in the University of Kiev, said in the chief speech of the sitting of August 29, 
“The Jews energetically reject the idea of fusion with the other nationalities 
and cling firmly to their historical hope, i.e., of world empire“ (from a report 
of one who took part in the congress in Le Temps, Sept. 2, 1898). The Vienna 
newspapers of July 30 and 31, 1901, report a speech on Zionism which the 
Vienna Rabbi, Dr. Leopold Kahn, delivered in a room of the orthodox Jewish 
school in Pressburg. In this speech Dr. Kahn made the following admission: 
“the Jew will never be able to assimilate himself; he will never adopt the 
customs and ways of other peoples. The Jew remains Jew under all 
circumstances. Every assimilation is purely exterior.“ Words well worth laying 
to heart! In the Festschrift zum 70. Geburtstage A. Berliner‘s, 1903, Dr. B. 
Felsenthal publishes a series of Jewish Theses in which he supports with all his 
energy the thesis that Jewry is a people, not a religion, “Judaism is a special 
stem, and every Jew is born into this stem.“ This stem is, according to him, 
“one of the ethnically purest peoples that exist.“ Felsenthal reckons that from 
Theodosius to the year 1800, “perhaps not quite 300 non Semites were 
adopted into the Jewish race,“ and it is characteristic that he denies proselytes 
the right of looking upon themselves as full-blooded Jews. “The Jewish 
people, the Jewish stem is the given fact, the constant thing, the necessary 
substratum, the substantial kernel. The Jewish religion is something attached to 
this kernel, a quality — an accident, as it is called in the language of the 
philosophical schools.“ I quote from the special impression, made by 
Itzkowski, Berlin. 
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exercise a powerful influence upon others, while the Jews themselves have 
been influenced but skin-deep by our intellectual and cultural development. To 
characterise this most peculiar situation from the standpoint of the European, 
we must repeat the words of Herder: the Jewish people is and remains alien to 
our part of the world; from the standpoint of the Jew the same fact is 
formulated somewhat differently; we know from a former chapter how the 
great free-thinking philosopher Philo put it: “only the Israelites are men in the 
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true sense of the word.“ * What the Jew here says in the intolerant tone of 
racial pride was more politely expressed by Goethe, when he disputed the 
community of descent of Jews and Indo-Europeans, no matter how far back 
the origin was put: “We will not dispute with the chosen people the honour of 
its descent from Adam. We others, however, have certainly had other 
ancestors as well.“ † 
  
 
THE “ALIEN PEOPLE“ 
 
    These considerations make it our right and our duty to look upon the Jew in 
our midst as a peculiar and, in fact, alien element. Outwardly his inheritance 
was the same as ours; inwardly it was not so: he inherited quite a different 
spirit. One single trait is all that is necessary to reveal in an almost alarming 
manner to our consciousness the yawning gulf which here separates soul from 
soul: the revelation of Christ has no significance for the Jew! I do not here 
speak of pious orthodoxy at all. But read, for example, in Diderot, the 
notorious free-thinker, the wonderful words on the Crucified One, see how 
Diderot represents man in his greatest sorrow turning to the 
 
    * See p. 217. 
    † Conversations with Eckermann, October 7, 1828. Giordano Bruno made 
a similar assertion, viz., that only the Jews were descended from Adam and 
Eve, the rest of mankind were of much older origin. (See Lo spaccio della 
bestia trionfante.) 
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Divine One, and makes us feel that the Christian religion is the only religion in 
the world. „Quelle profonde sagesse il y a dans ce que l‘aveugle philosophie 
appelle la folie de la croix! Dans l‘état où j‘étais, de quoi m‘aurait servi l‘image 
d‘un législateur heureux et comblé de gloire? Je voyais l‘innocent, le flanc 
percé, le front couronné d‘épines, les mains et les pieds percés de clous, et 
expirant dans les souffrances; et je me disais: Voilà mon Dieu, et j‘ose me 
plaindre!“ I have searched through a whole library of Jewish books in the 
expectation of finding similar words — naturally not belief in the divinity of 
Christ, nor the idea of redemption, but the purely human feeling for the 
greatness of a suffering saviour — but in vain. A Jew who feels that is in fact 
no longer a Jew, but a denier of Judaism. And while we find even in 
Mohammed‘s Koran at least a vague conception of the importance of Christ 
and profound reverence for His personality, a cultured, leading Jew of the 

nineteenth century calls Christ “the new birth with the deathmask,“ which 
inflicted new and painful wounds upon the Jewish people; he cannot see 
anything else in Him. * In view of the cross he assures us that “the Jews do 
not require this convulsive emotion for their spiritual improvement,“ and adds, 
“particularly not among the middle classes of the inhabitants of the cities.“ His 
comprehension goes no further. In a book, republished in 1880 (!)‚ by a 
Spanish Jew (Mose de Leon) Jesus Christ is called a “dead dog“ that lies 
“buried in a dunghill.“ Besides, the Jews have taken care to issue in the latter 
part of the nineteenth century several editions (naturally in Hebrew) of the so-
called “censured passages“ from the Talmud, those passages usually omitted in 
which Christ is exposed to our scorn and hatred as a “fool,“ “sorcerer,“ 
“profane person,“ “idolater,“ “dog,“ “bastard,“ “child of lust,“ &c.; so, too, his 
sublime 
 
    * Graetz: Volkstümliche Geschichte der Juden, i, 591. 
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mother. * We certainly do the Jews no injustice when we say that the 
revelation of Christ is simply something incomprehensible and hateful to 
them. Although he apparently sprang from their midst, he embodies 
nevertheless the negation of their whole nature — a matter in which the Jews 
are far more sensitive than we. This clear demonstration of the deep cleft that 
separates us Europeans from the Jew is by no means given in order to let 
religious prejudice with its dangerous bias settle the matter, but because I think 
that the perception of two so fundamentally different natures reveals a real 
gulf; it is well to look once into this gulf, so that on other occasions, where the 
two sides seem likely to unite each other, we may not be blind to the deep 
abyss which separates them. 
    When we understand what a chasm there is between us we are forced to a 
further conclusion. The Jew does not understand us, that is certain; can we 
hope to understand him, to do him justice? Perhaps, if we are really 
intellectually and morally superior to him, as Renan insisted in the passage 
quoted above, and as other perhaps more reliable scholars have likewise said. † 
But we should 
 
    * See Laible: Jesus Christus im Talmud, p. 2 ff. (Schriften des Institutum 
Judaicum in Berlin, No. 10; in the supplement the original Hebrew texts are 
given.) This absolutely impartial scholar, who is, moreover, a friend of the 
Jews, says: “The hatred and scorn of the Jews was always directed in the first 
place against the person of Jesus“ (p. 25). “The Jesus-hatred of the Jews is a 
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firmly established fact, but they want to show it as little as possible“ (p. 3). 
Hatred of Christ is described by the same scholar as the “most national trait of 
Judaism“ (p. 86); he says, “at the approach of Christianity the Jews were seized 
ever and again with a fury and hatred that were akin to madness“ (p. 72). Even 
to-day no orthodox Jew may use the name of Christ either in speech or in 
writing (pp. 3 and 32); the most common cryptonyms are “the bastard,“ “the 
hanged,“ often, too, “Bileam.“ 
    † See especially the famous passage in Lassen‘s Indische Altertumskunde, 
where the great Orientalist proves in detail his view that the Indo-European 
race is “more highly and more fully gifted,“ that in it alone there is “perfect 
symmetry of all mental powers.“ (See i. 414, of the 1847 edition.) 
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then have to judge him from the lofty heights of our superiority, not from the 
low depths of hatred and superstition, and still less from the swampy shallows 
of misunderstanding in which our religious teachers have been wading for the 
last two thousand years. It is surely an evident injustice to ascribe to the Jew 
thoughts which he never had, to glorify him as the possessor of the most 
sublime religious intuitions, which were perhaps more alien to him than to any 
one else in the world, and at best are to be found only in the hearts of a few 
scattered individuals as a cry of revolt against the special hardness of heart of 
this people — and then to condemn him for being to-day quite different from 
what he should be according to such fictitious conceptions. It is not only 
unfair, but as regards public feeling, regrettably misleading; for through his 
connection with our religious life — a connection which is entirely fictitious 
— his head seems enveloped in a kind of nimbus, and then we are greatly 
incensed when we find no holy person under this sham halo. We expect more 
of the Jews than of ourselves, who are merely the children of the heathen. But 
the Jewish testimony is very different and more correct; it leads us to expect so 
little that every noble trait discovered later and every explanation found for 
Jewish failings gives us genuine pleasure. Jehovah, for instance, is never tired 
of explaining, “I have seen this people and behold it is a stiff-necked people,“ 
* and Jeremiah gives such a characterisation of the moral constitution of the 
Jews that Monsieur Edouard Drumont could not wish it to be more richly 
coloured, “And they will deceive every one his neighbour, and will not speak 
the truth: they have taught their tongue to speak lies, and weary themselves to 
commit iniquity.“ † Little wonder, after this description, that Jeremiah calls the 
Jews “an 
 
    * Exodus xxxii. 9, xxxiv. 9; Deuteronomy ix. 13, &c. 

    † ix. 5. 
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assembly of treacherous men,“ and knows only one desire, “Oh that I had in 
the wilderness a lodging-place of wayfaring men; that I might leave my people 
and go from them.“ For our incredible ignorance of the Jewish nature we are 
ourselves solely to blame; never did a people give so comprehensive and 
honest a picture of its own personality as the Hebrew has done in his Bible, a 
picture which (so far as I can judge from fragments) is made more complete by 
the Talmud, though in faded colours. Without, therefore, denying that it must 
be very difficult for us who are “descended from other ancestors“ to form a 
correct judgment of the “alien Asiatic people,“ we must clearly see that the 
Jews from time immemorial have done their best to inform the unprejudiced 
about themselves, a circumstance which entitles us to hope that we may gain a 
thorough knowledge of their nature. As a matter of fact, the events which take 
place before our eyes should be sufficient for that. Is it possible to read the 
daily papers without becoming acquainted with Jewish ways of thinking, 
Jewish taste, Jewish morals, Jewish aims? A few annual volumes of the 
Archives israélites teach us in fact more than a whole anti-Semitic library, and 
indeed not only about the less admirable, but also about the excellent qualities 
of the Jewish character. But here, in this chapter, I shall leave the present out 
of account. If we are to form a practical and true judgment concerning the 
significance of the Jew as joint-heir and fellow-worker in the nineteenth 
century, we must above all become clear as to what he is. From what a man is 
by nature follows of strict necessity what he will do under certain conditions; 
the philosopher says: operari sequitur esse; an old German proverb expresses 
the same thing in a more homely way, “Only what a man is, can one get out of 
him.“ 
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HISTORICAL BIRD‘S-EYE VIEW 
 
    Pure history in this case does not bring us either quickly or surely to our 
goal, and besides it is not my task to furnish a history of the Jews. As in other 
chapters, so here too I have a horror of copying what has been written before. 
Every one, of course, knows how and when the Jews entered into Western 
history: first by the Diaspora, then by being scattered. Their changing fortunes 
in various lands and times are likewise no secret to us, although, indeed, much 
that we know is absolutely untrue, and of much that we ought to know we are 
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entirely ignorant. But I do not need to tell any one that throughout the 
Christian centuries the Jews played an important though at times 
circumscribed rôle. Even in the earliest Western Gothic times they understood 
how to acquire influence and power as slave-dealers and financial agents. 
Though they were not everywhere, as they were among the Spanish Moors, 
powerful Ministers of State, who, following the example of Mardochai, filled 
the most lucrative posts with “their many brothers,“ though they did not attain 
everywhere, as they did in Catholic Spain, to the rank of Bishop and 
Archbishop, * yet their influence was always and everywhere great. The 
Babenberg princes as early as the thirteenth century set their successors the 
example of letting Jews manage the finances of their States and honouring 
these administrators with titles of distinction; † the great Pope Innocent III. 
gave important posts at his Court to Jews; ‡ the knights of France had to 
pledge their 
 
    * See the book of the Jew, David Mocatta, The Jews in Spain and Portugal, 
where a detailed account is given of how there were in Spain “generations and 
generations of secret Jews who mingled with all classes of society and were in 
possession of every post in the State and especially in the Church!“ 
    † Graetz, ii. 503. 
    ‡ Israel Abrahams: Jewish Life in the Middle Ages. 
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goods with the Jews, in order to be able to take part in the Crusades; * Rudolf 
von Habsburg favoured the Jews in every way; he vindicated them “as servants 
of his imperial exchequer,“ and by freeing them from being subject to ordinary 
justice he made it very difficult indeed for any action brought against them to 
be carried through; † in short, what I call the entrance of the Jews into 
Western history has never ceased to make itself felt at all times and places. If 
any one were qualified to study history for the sole purpose of disentangling 
the question of Jewish influence, he would, I think, bring to light some 
unexpected facts. Without this detailed study the fact of this influence can only 
be established clearly and beyond doubt where the Jews were in considerable 
numbers. In the second century, for example, the Jews on the island of Cyprus 
are more numerous than the other inhabitants; they resolve to found a national 
State and with this intent follow the procedure known from the Old 
Testament: they slay in one day all the other inhabitants, 240,000 in number; 
and in order that this island State may not be without support on the 
mainland, they at the same time slay the 220,000 non-Jewish inhabitants of 
Cyrene. ‡ In Spain they pursue the same policy with greater caution and 

astonishing perseverance. Under the rule of that thoroughly Western Gothic 
king, who had showered benefits on them, they invite their kinsmen, the 
Arabs, to come over from Africa, and, not out of any ill-feeling, but simply 
because they hope to profit thereby, they betray their noble protector; under 
the Kalifs they then acquire gradually an even larger share in the government; 
“they concentrated,“ their great supporter the historian Heman writes, “the 
intellectual and the material powers al- 
 
    * André Réville: Les payans au Moyen-Age, 1896, p. 3. 
    † See among others Realis: Die Juden und die Judenstadt in Wien, 1846, p. 
18, &c. 
    ‡ Mommsen: Römische Geschichte, v, 543. 
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together in their own hands“; the prosperous Moorish State was, it is true, 
thereby intellectually and materially ruined: but this was a matter of 
indifference to the Jews, as they had already obtained as firm a footing in the 
Christian State of the Spaniards which was destined to take the place of the 
Moorish one. “The movable wealth of the land was here absolutely in their 
power; the heritable property they made gradually theirs by usury and the 
purchase of mortgaged estates of nobles. From the offices of Secretary of State 
and Minister of Finance downwards all the offices which had to do with taxes 
and money were in Jewish hands. Through usury almost all Aragon was 
mortgaged to them. In the cities they formed the majority of the wealthy 
population.“ * But here, as elsewhere, they were not always shrewd; they had 
employed their power to obtain all kinds of privileges; for example, the oath of 
a single Jew sufficed to prove debt claims against Christians (the same was the 
case in the Archduchy of Austria and in many places), while the testimony of a 
Christian against a Jew had no weight before a tribunal, and so on; these 
privileges they abused so outrageously that the people finally revolted. The 
same would probably have happened in Germany if the Church and intelligent 
statesmen had not put a stop to the evil in time. Charlemagne had written to 
Italy for Jews to manage his finances; soon, as farmers of taxes, they secured 
for themselves wealth and influence in every direction, and used these to get 
important concessions for their people, such as commercial privileges, less 
severe punishment for crime and the like; the whole population was even 
forced to make Sunday their market day, as Saturday, the customary market 
day, did not suit the Jews because it was 
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    * Heman: Die historische Weltstellung der Juden, 1882, p. 24 ff. For a 
somewhat differently tinged account which, however, in actual facts is entirely 
at one with this, see Graetz Volksth. Gesch. d. Juden, ii. 344 ff. 
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their Sabbath; it was at that time fashionable for courtiers to visit the 
synagogues! But the reaction set in soon and strongly, and not only, as the 
historians are wont to represent it, as the result of priestly agitation — such 
things belong to the shell, not to the kernel of history — but in the first place 
because the Teuton is in fact just as much a born merchant and industrialist as 
he is a born warrior, and because, as soon as the growth of cities awakened 
these instincts in him, he saw the game of his unfair rival, and, full of violent 
indignation, demanded his removal. And so, if such were the purpose of this 
chapter, we could trace the ebb and flow of Jewish influence to the present 
day, when all the wars of the nineteenth century are so peculiarly connected 
with Jewish financial operations, from Napoleon‘s Russian campaign and 
Nathan Rothschild‘s rôle of spectator at the Battle of Waterloo to the 
consulting of the Bleichröders on the German side and of Alphonse 
Rothschild on the French side at the peace transactions of the year 1871, and 
to the “Commune,“ which from the beginning was looked upon by all 
intelligent people as a Jewish-Napoleonic machination. 
 
CONSENSUS INGENIORUM 
 
    Now this political and social influence of the Jews has been very variously 
judged, but the greatest politicians of all times have regarded it as pernicious. 
Cicero, for example (no great politician but an experienced statesman), displays 
a genuine fear of the Jews; where a legal transaction encroaches on their 
interest, he speaks so low that only the judges hear him, for he is well aware, as 
he says, that all the Jews hold together and that they know how to ruin the one 
who opposes them; while he thunders the most vehement charges against 
Greeks, against Romans, against the most powerful men of his time, he advises 
caution in dealing with the Jews; they are to him an 
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uncanny power and he passes with tlie greatest haste over that city of 
“suspicion and slander,“ Jerusalem: such was the opinion of a Cicero during 
the consulate of a Julius Caesar! * Even before the destruction of Jerusalem 
the Emperor Tiberius, who was, according to many historians, the best ruler 

that the Roman Imperium ever possessed, recognised a national danger in the 
immigration of the Jews. Even Frederick the Second, the Hohenstauffen, 
certainly one of the most brilliant men that ever wore a crown or carried a 
sword, a more freethinking man than any monarch of the nineteenth century, 
an enthusiastic admirer of the East and a generous supporter of Hebrew 
scholars, nevertheless held it to be his duty, contrary to the custom of his 
contemporaries, to debar the Jews from all public offices, and pointed 
warningly to the fact that wherever the Jews are admitted to power, they abuse 
it; the very same doctrine was taught by the other great Frederick the Second, 
the Hohenzollern, who gave universal freedom, but not to the Jews; similar 
were the words of Bismarck, while he still could speak openly, in the Landtag 
(1847) and the great historian Mommsen speaks of Judaism as of a “State 
inside the State.“ — As regards the social influence in particular, I will only 
quote two wise and fair authorities, whose judgment cannot be suspected even 
by the Jews, namely, Herder and Goethe. The former says, “A ministry, in 
which the Jew is supreme, a household, in which a Jew has the key of the 
wardrobe and the management of the finances, a department or commissariat, 
in which Jews do the principal business ... are Pontine marshes that cannot be 
drained“; and he expresses the opinion that the presence of an indefinite 
number of Jews is so pernicious to the welfare of a European State, that we 
“dare not be influenced by general humane principles“; it is a national 
question, 
 
    * See the Defence of Lucius Flaccus, xxviii. 
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and it is the duty of every State to decide “how many of this alien people can 
be tolerated without injury to the true citizens?“ * Goethe goes still deeper: 
“How should we let the Jews share in our highest culture, when they deny its 
origin and source?“ And he became “violently enraged“ when the law of 1823 
permitted marriage between Jews and Germans, prophesying the “worst and 
most frightful consequences,“ particularly the “undermining of all moral 
feelings“ and declaring that the bribery of the “all-powerful Rothschild“ must 
be the cause of this “folly.“ † Goethe and Herder have exactly the same 
opinion as the great Hohenstauffen, the great Hohenzollern, and all great men 
before and after them: without superstitiously reproaching the Jews with their 
peculiar individuality, they consider them an actual danger to our civilisation 
and our culture; they would not give them an active part in our life. We cannot 
proceed with our discussion and simply pass over such a consensus 
ingeniorum. For to these well-weighed, serious judgments derived from the 
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fulness of experience and the insight of the greatest intellects we have nothing 
to oppose but the empty phrases of the droits de l‘homme — a parliamentary 
clap-trap. ‡ 
 
    * Adrastea: Bekehrung der Juden. 
    † Wilhelm Meister‘s Wanderjahre, iii. 11, and the conversation with von 
Müller on September 23, 1823. 
    ‡ I have intentionally limited my quotations. But I cannot refrain from 
defending in a note the great Voltaire against the almost established myth that 
he was altogether favourable and as superficial in his humanitarian judgment 
of the influence of the Jews upon our culture, as is the modern fashion. Even 
Jews of such broad culture as James Darmesteter (Peuple Juif, 2e éd. p. 17) 
print the name Voltaire in thick type and represent him as one of the 
intellectual originators of their emancipation. The opposite is true; more than 
once Voltaire advises that the Jews be sent back to Palestine. Voltaire is one of 
the authors whom I know best, because I prefer interesting books to 
wearisome ones, and I think I could easily collect a hundred quotations of a 
most aggressive nature against the Jews. In the essay of the Dictionnaire 
Philosophique (end of Section 1) he says: “Vous ne trouverez dans les Juifs 
qu‘un peuple ignorant et barbare, qui joint depuis longtemps la plus sordide 
avarice à la plus détestable superstition et à la plus invincible haine pour 
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PRINCES AND NOBILITY 
 
    On the other hand, it is certain and must be carefully observed that, if the 
Jews are responsible for many a shocking historical development, for the fall 
of many heroic, powerful peoples, still greater is the responsibility of those 
Europeans who have always from the most base motives encouraged, 
protected and fostered the disintegrating activity of the Jews, and these are 
primarily the Princes and the nobility — and that too from the first century of 
our era to the present day. Open the history of any European nation you like 
wherever the Jews are numerous and begin to realise their strength, you will 
always hear bitter complaints against them from the people, from the 
commercial classes, from the circles of the learned and the poets; everywhere 
and at all times it is the Princes and the nobility that protect them: the Princes 
because they need money for their wars, the nobility because they live 
extravagantly. 
 

tous les peuples qui les tolèrent et qui les enrichissent.“ In Dieu et les hommes 
(chap. x.) he calls the Jews “La plus haïssable et la plus honteuse des petites 
nations.“ Enough has surely been said to make his attitude clear! But this 
opinion should have all the more force, since Voltaire himself in many long 
treatises has made a thorough study of Jewish history and the Jewish character 
(so thorough that he who has been decried as a “superficial dilettante“ is 
occasionally quoted to-day by a scholar of the first rank like Wellhausen). And 
so it is noteworthy when he writes (Essai sur les Moeurs, chap. xlii.): “La 
nation juive ose étaler une haine irréconciliable contre toutes les nations, elle se 
révolte contre tous ses maîtres; toujours superstitieuse, toujours avide du bien 
d‘autrui, toujours barbare — rampante dans le malheur, et insolente dans la 
prospérité.“ His judgment of their mental qualities is brief and apodeictic, “Les 
Juifs n‘ont jamais rien inventé“ (La défense de mon oncle, chap. vii.), and in 
the Essai sur les Moeurs he shows in several chapters that the Jews had always 
learned from other nations but had never taught others anything; even their 
music, which is generally praised, Voltaire cannot endure: “Retournez en Judée 
le plus tôt que vous pourrez ... vous y exécuteriez à plaisir dans votre 
détestable jargon votre détestable musique“ (6me lettre du Dictionnaire). He 
explains elsewhere this remarkable mental sterility of the Jews by their 
inordinate lust for money; “L‘argent fut l‘objet de leur conduite dans tous 
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Edmund Burke * tells us, for example, of William the Conqueror that, as the 
income from “talliage“ and all kinds of other oppressive taxes did not satisfy 
him, he from time to time either confiscated the notes of hand of the Jews or 
forced them to hand them over for next to nothing, and, as almost the whole 
Anglo-Norman nobility of the eleventh century was under the thumb of 
Jewish usury, the King himself became the pitiless creditor of his most 
illustrious subjects. In the meantime he protected the Jews and gave them 
privileges of various kinds. This one example may stand for thousands and 
thousands. † If then 
 
les temps“ (Dieu et les hommes, xxix.). Voltaire scoffs at the Jews in a 
hundred places; for instance, in Zadig (chap. x.), where the Jew utters a solemn 
prayer of thankfulness to God for a successful piece of fraud; the most biting 
satire against the Jews that exists is beyond doubt the treatise Un Chrétien 
contre six Juifs. And yet in all these utterances there was a certain reserve, as 
they were destined for publication; on the other hand, in a letter to the 
Chevalier de Lisle on December 15, 1773 (that is, at the end of his life, not in 
the heat of youth), he could speak his opinion freely: “Que ces déprépucé 
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d‘Israël se disent de la tribu de Naphthali ou d‘Issachar, cela est fort peu 
important; ils n‘en sont pas moins les plus grand gueux qui aient jamais souillé 
la face du globe.“ Evidently this fiery Frenchman had just the same to say of 
the Jews as any fanatical Bishop; he differs at most in the addition which he 
occasionally makes to his bitterest attacks, “Il ne faut pourtant pas les brûler.“ 
There is a further difference in the fact that it is a humane, tolerant and learned 
man that utters this very sharp judgment. But how, in a man of such open 
mind, can we explain the existence of a view so pitilessly one-sided and so 
ruthlessly intolerant, a view which in its utter lack of moderation compares 
very unfavourably with the words of the German sages quoted above? Our age 
could learn much here, if it wished to! For we see that the Gallic love of 
equality and freedom is not based upon love of justice nor respect for the 
individual; and we may draw the further conclusion; understanding is not got 
from principles, and universal humanity does not ensure the possibility of 
living together in dignified peace, it is only the frank recognition of what 
separates our own kind and our own interests from those of others that can 
make us just towards an alien nature and alien interests. 
    * An Abridgment of English History, iii. 2. 
    † The famous economist Dr. W. Cunningham, in his book The Growth of 
English Industry and Commerce during the Early and Middle Ages (3rd ed., 
1896, p. 201), compares the activity of the Jews in England from the tenth 
century onward to a sponge, which sucks up all the wealth of the land and 
thereby hinders all economic development. Interesting, 
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the Jews have exercised a great and historically baneful influence, it is to no 
small degree due to the complicity of these Princes and nobles who so 
shamefully persecuted and at the same time utilised the Jews. And in fact this 
lasts until the nineteenth century: Count Mirabeau was in closest touch with 
the Jews even before the Revolution, * Count Talleyrand, in opposition to the 
delegates from the middle classes, supported in the Constituante their 
unconditional emancipation; Napoleon protected them, when after such a 
short time bitter complaints and entreaties for protection against them were 
sent in to the Government from all France, and he did so although he himself 
had exclaimed in the Council of State, “These Jews are locusts and caterpillars, 
they devour my France!“ — he needed their money. Prince Dalberg sold to 
the Frankfort Jews, in defiance of the united citizens, the full civic rights for 
half a million Gulden (1811), the Hardenbergs and Metternichs at the Vienna 
Congress fell into the snare of the Rothschild bank, and, in opposition to the 
votes of all the representatives of the Bund, they supported the interests of the 

Jews to the disadvantage of the Germans and finally gained their point, in fact, 
the two most conservative States which they represented were the first to raise 
to hereditary nobility — an honour which was never conferred on honest and 
deserving Jews — those members of the 
 
too, is the proof that even at this early period the Government did everything 
in its power to make the Jews take up decent trades and honest work and 
thereby at the same time amalgamate with the rest of the population, but all to 
no purpose. 
    * With regard to Mirabeau‘s being influenced by “the shrewd women of the 
Jews“ (as Gentz says) and his connection with essentially Jewish secret 
societies, see besides Graetz, Volks. Geschichte der Juden (iii. 600, 610 ff.), 
particularly L‘Abbé Lémann, L‘entrée des Israélites dans la société française, iii. 
chap. 7; as converted Jew this author understands what others do not, and at 
the same time he tells what Jewish authors keep secret. The important thing in 
Mirabeau‘s case was probably that from youth he was deeply in debt to the 
Jews (Carlyle: Essay on Mirabeau). 
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“alien Asiatic people“ who, in the years of general suffering and misery, had by 
the vilest means acquired immense wealth. * If then the Jews were for us 
pernicious neighbours, justice requires us to admit that they acted according to 
the nature of their instincts and gifts, and showed at the same time a really 
admirable example of loyalty to self, to their own nation and to the faith of 
their fathers; the tempters and the traitors were not the Jews but we ourselves. 
We were the criminal abettors of the Jews, and it is so to-day, as it was in the 
past; and we were false to that which the lowest inhabitant of the Ghetto 
considered sacred, the purity of inherited blood; that, too, was formerly the 
case, and to-day it is more so than ever. The Christian Church alone of all the 
great powers seems to have acted on the whole justly and wisely (of course we 
must discount the Bishops who were really secular Princes, as well as some of 
the Popes). The Church has kept the Jews in check, treated them as aliens, but 
at the same time protected them from persecution. Every seemingly 
“ecclesiastical“ persecution has its source really in economic conditions that 
have become unbearable; we see that nowhere more clearly than in Spain. To-
day, when public opinion is so fearfully misled by the active, irreconcilable 
antagonism of the Jews, especially to every manifestation of the Christian faith, 
it may be well to remind the reader that the last act of the preparatory meeting 
to the first Synedrium summoned in our times, that of 1807, was a 
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spontaneous utterance of thanks to the ministers of the various Christian 
Churches for the protection extended to them throughout the centuries. † 
 
    * This is, of course, an old custom of Princes, by which not only the Jews 
but others also profit; Martin Luther even had to write: “The Princes have 
thieves hanged, who have stolen a Gulden or half a one, and yet make 
transactions with those who rob everybody and steal more than all others“ 
(Von Kaufhandlung und Wucher). 
    † Diogène Tama: Collection des actes de l‘Assemblée des Israélites de 
France et du royaume d‘ltalie (Paris, 1807, pp. 327, 328; the author is a 
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INNER CONTACT 
 
    Here we must end these hastily sketched historical fragments. They show 
that “the entrance of the Jews“ has exercised a large, and in many ways an 
undoubtedly fatal, influence upon the course of European history since the 
first century. But that tells us little about the Jew himself; the fact that the 
North American Indian dies out from contact with the Indo-European does 
not prove that the latter is evil and pernicious; that the Jew injures or benefits 
us is a judgment which is conditional in too many ways to permit of our 
forming a true estimate of his nature. In fact, for nineteen centuries the Jew 
has had not merely an outer relationship with our culture as a more or less 
welcome guest, but also an inner contact. As Kant rightly says, the 
preservation of Judaism is primarily the work of Christianity. * From its midst 
— if not from its stem and its spirit — Jesus Christ and the earliest members 
of the Christian Church arose. Jewish history, Jewish conceptions, Jewish 
thought and poetry became important elements in our mental life. It cannot be 
right to separate the outward friction entirely from the inner penetration. If we 
had not ceremoniously adopted the Jew into our family circle, he would no 
more have found a home 
 
Jew and was Secretary of the Jewish deputy of Bouches-du-Rhône, M. 
Constantini). After a detailed proof the document closes with the following: 
“Les députés israélites arrêtent: Que l‘expression de ces sentiments sera 
consignée dans le procès-verbal de ce jour pour qu'elle demeure à jamais 
comme un témoignage authentique de la gratitude des Israélites de cette 
Assemblée pour les bienfaits que les générations qui les ont précédés ont reçus 
des ecclésiastiques des divers pays d‘Europe.“ The proposal was moved by Mr. 
Isaac Samuel Avigdor, representative of the Jews of the Alpes-Maritimes. 

Tama adds that the speech of Avigdor was received with applause and its 
insertion in the minutes in extenso adopted. — The Jewish historians of to-day 
do not say a word concerning this important event. Not only Graetz passes it 
over in silence, but Bédarride also in his Les Juifs en France, 1859, although he 
seems as if he were reporting in full from the minutes. 
    * Die Religion, general note to third chapter. 
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among us than the Saracen or the other wrecks of half-Semitic peoples who 
saved their existence — but not their individuality — by unconditional 
amalgamation with the nations of South Europe. The Jew, however, was proof 
against this; though now and then one of them might be dragged to the stake, 
the very fact that they had crucified Jesus Christ surrounded them with a 
solemn, awe-inspiring nimbus. And while the people were thus fascinated, the 
scholars and holy men spent their days and nights in studying the books of the 
Hebrews: struck down by the commands of Jewish shepherds like Amos and 
Micah, the monuments of an art, whose like the world has never since seen, 
fell to the ground; through the scorn of Jewish priests science sank into 
contempt; Olympus and Walhalla became depopulated, because the Jews so 
wished it; Jehovah, who had said to the Israelites, “Ye are my people and I am 
your God,“ now became the God of the Indo-Europeans; from the Jews we 
adopted the fatal doctrine of unconditional religious intolerance. But at the 
same time we adopted very great and sublime spiritual impulses; we were 
taught by prophets, who preached such strict and pure morals as could have 
been found nowhere else save on the distant shores of India; we became 
acquainted with such a living and life-moulding faith in a higher divine power 
that it inevitably changed our spirit and gave it a new direction. Though Christ 
was the master-builder, we got the architecture from the Jews. Isaiah, 
Jeremiah, the Psalmists became, and still are, living powers in our spiritual life. 
  
 
WHO IS THE JEW? 
 
    And now, when this inner contact is beginning to grow weaker, while the 
outer friction referred to above is being daily more felt, now, when he cannot 
any longer 
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rid ourselves of the presence of Jews, it is not sufficient for us to know that 
almost all pre-eminent and free men, from Tiberius to Bismarck, have looked 
upon the presence of the Jew in our midst as a social and political danger, we 
must be in a position to form definite judgments on the basis of adequate 
knowledge of facts and to act accordingly. There have been published Anti-
Semitic catechisms, in which opinions of well-known men have been collected 
in hundreds; but apart from the fact that many a remark when taken apart 
from the context does not give quite fairly the intention of the writer, and that 
out of many others it is merely ignorant blind prejudice that speaks, a single 
opinion of our own is manifestly worth more than two hundred quotations. 
Moreover I do not know how we can form a competent judgment, if we do 
not learn to take a higher standpoint than that of political considerations, and I 
do not know how we can arrive at this standpoint except through history, not, 
however, modern history — for there we should be judge and suitor at the 
same time — but through the history of the growth of the Jewish people. 
There is no lack of documents; in the nineteenth century especially they have 
been tested, critically sifted and historically classified by the devoted work of 
learned men, mostly Germans, but also distinguished Frenchmen, Dutchmen 
and Englishmen; much remains to be done, but enough has already been 
accomplished to enable us to survey clearly and surely in its general features 
one of the most remarkable pages of human history. This Jew, who appears so 
eternally unchangeable, so constant, as Goethe says, really grew into what he 
is, grew slowly, even artificially. And of a surety he will pass away like all that 
has grown. This fact already brings him nearer to us as a human being. What a 
“Semite“ is, no one can tell. A hundred years ago science thought it knew what 
it meant; Semites 
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were the sons of Shem; now the answer becomes more and more vague; it was 
thought that the criterion of language was decisive: a very great error! The idea 
“Semite“ indeed remains indispensable because it embraces collectively a 
many-sided complex of historical phenomena; but there is absolutely no sure 
boundary-line; at the periphery this ethnographical conception merges into 
others. Finally “Semite“ remains as the name of an original race, like “Aryan,“ 
one of those counters without which one could not make oneself understood, 
but which one must beware of accepting as good coin. The real genuine coins 
are those empirically given, historically developed national individualities, of 
which I have spoken in the former chapter, such individualities as the Jews for 
example. Race is not an original phenomenon, it is produced; physiologically 
by characteristic mixture of blood, followed by inbreeding; psychically by the 

influence which long-lasting historical and geographical conditions exercise 
upon that special, specific, physiological foundation. * If we wish then (and I 
think that must be the principal task of this chapter) to ask the Jew: Who art 
thou? we must first try to discover whether there was not a definite mixture of 
blood underlying the fact of this so clearly marked race, and then — if the 
answer is in the affirmative — trace how the peculiar soul, which thus was 
produced, differentiated itself more and more. Nowhere can we trace this 
process as we can in the Jew: for the whole national history of the Jews is like a 
continuous process of elimination; the character of the Jewish people ever 
becomes more individual, more outspoken, more simple; finally there remains 
in a way nothing of the whole being but the central skeleton; the slowly 
ripened fruit is robbed of its downy, fresh-coloured covering and of its juicy 
flesh, for these 
 
    * Cf. p. 288. For the Semites, see also p. 361. 
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might become spotted and worm-eaten; the stony kernel alone remains, 
shrivelled and dry, it is true, but defying time. However, as I have pointed out, 
this was not always the case. That which has been transferred from the sacred 
books of the Hebrews to the Christian religion does not come down from the 
senility of real Judaism, but partly from the youth of the much wider and more 
imaginative “Israelite“ people, partly from the mature years of the Judean, just 
after he had separated from Israel and when he had not yet proudly isolated 
himself from the other nations of the earth. The Jew whom we now know and 
see at work has become Jew gradually; not, however, as pseudo-history would 
have us believe, in the course of the Christian Middle Ages, but on his national 
soil, in the course of his independent history; the Jew moulded his own 
destiny; in Jerusalem stood the first Ghetto, the high wall which separated the 
orthodox and the pure-born from the Goyim, and prevented the latter from 
entering the real city. Neither Jacob, nor Solomon, nor Isaiah would recognise 
his posterity in Rabbi Akiba (the great scribe of the Talmud) much less in 
Baron Hirsch or the diamond king Barnato. * 
    Let us therefore try by the shortest way, i.e., by the greatest possible 
simplification, to make plain the essential features of this peculiar national 
soul, as it gradually became more clearly and one-sidedly developed. This 
needs no great learning; for to the question: Who 
 
    * For the Messianic period the dream of the later Jews (in contrast to the 
more free-thinking Israelites of former centuries) was to keep strangers out of 
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Jerusalem altogether: read Joel iii. 2; and as this very late prophet — from the 
Hellenic period — says at the same time that God will always dwell in 
Jerusalem and only in Jerusalem, this command means the banishment of all 
peoples from God‘s presence. Such was the tolerance of the Jews! — It is only 
logical that most of the Rabbis excluded all non-Jews from a future world, 
while others endured them there as a despised throng (see Tractate Gittin, fol. 
57a of the Babylonian Talmud, and Weber, System der altsynagogalen 
palästinischen Theologie, p. 372, from Laible); the comical thing is the 
assertion of the Jews to-day that their religion is the “religion of humanity!“ 
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art thou? the Jew himself, as I have said, and his ancestor the Israelite have 
given from the first the clearest of answers: then we have the mass of scientific 
work, from Ewald to Wellhausen and Ramsay, from De Wette and Reuss to 
Duhm and Cheyne; we have only to make out the sum total, as the practical 
man needs it, who, in the midst of the stormy bustle of the world, wishes to be 
able to base his judgment upon definite ascertained facts. 
    I have only two more remarks to make, about method pure and simple. 
Having already, particularly in the chapter on the Revelation of Christ, 
discussed the Jew in detail and as this theme will probably come up again, I 
may here confine myself to the central question and refer the reader for much 
information on other points to what has been said or will be said elsewhere in 
my book. As regards the authors consulted, I could not help using, in addition 
to the Bible and some thoroughly competent modern Jewish writers, also 
some scholars who are not Jews; this was quite necessary for our knowledge of 
the prophets and the correct interpretation of historical events; but these 
scholars, even the most free-thinking of them, are all men who display great — 
perhaps exaggerated — admiration of the Jewish nation, at least in its earlier 
form, and who are all inclined to look upon this people as in some sense a 
“chosen“ one, so far as religion is concerned. I have, however, in the interests 
of the exposition entirely disregarded those writers who are avowedly Anti-
Semitic. 
  
 
SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF THE INVESTIGATION 
 
    There is one point — in my opinion a very important one — upon which 
the science of the last years has shed a good deal of light, namely, the 
anthropogeny of the 
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Israelites, that is, the history of the physical development of this special 
national race. Of course here, as everywhere, there is a past which is closed to 
our knowledge, and beyond doubt much that daring archaeologists have felt 
and guessed with the feelers of their wonderfully trained instinct rather than 
seen with their own eyes, will yet be essentially corrected by newer 
investigations and discoveries. But that makes no difference to us here. The 
important thing — the great, solid achievement of history — is, first, the fact 
that the Israelite people represents the product of manifold mixing, and that, 
too, not between related races (as the ancient Greeks, or the English of to-day) 
but between types that morally and physically are absolutely distinct; and 
secondly, the fact that genuine Semitic blood (if this makeshift word is to have 
a sense at all) makes up, I suppose, hardly the half of this mixture. These are 
certain results of exact anatomical anthropology and of historical investigation, 
two branches of knowledge which here extend to each other a helping hand. A 
third point completes those just named; for it we are indebted to the critical 
endeavours of Biblical archaeology, which has at last thrown light upon the 
very complicated chronology of the books of the Old Testament, which 
belong to entirely different centuries and were put together quite arbitrarily, 
though not without a plan: these teach us that the real Jew is not to be 
identified with the Israelite in the wider sense of the word, that the house of 
Judah, even at the time of its settling in Palestine, was through blood-mixture 
and character distinct in several points from the house of Joseph (which 
embraced the other tribes): the Judean stood in fact in a kind of intellectual 
dependence upon the Josephite, and only at a relatively late time, after the 
violent separation from his brothers, did he begin to go his own way, the way 
that led to Judaism, and which very soon afterwards by the elevation 
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of inbreeding to a religious principle isolated him from the whole world. The 
Jew can be called an Israelite in so far as he is an offshoot of that family; the 
Israelites, on the other hand, even those of the tribe of Judah, were not Jews; 
the Jew began to develop only after the more powerful tribes of the North had 
been destroyed by the Assyrians. In order to ascertain who the Jew is, we have 
therefore first of all to establish who the Israelite was and then to ask how the 
Israelite of the tribes of Judah and Benjamin became a Jew. And here we must 
be careful how we use our sources of information. For it was only after the 
Babylonian captivity that the specifically Jewish character was artificially 
brought into the Bible, by whole books being invented and ascribed to Moses 
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and frequently by the introduction in verse after verse of interpolations and 
corrections which obliterated the wider views of old Israel and replaced them 
by the narrow Jerusalemic cult of Jehovah, giving the impression that this cult 
had existed from time immemorial and had been directly ordained by God. 
This has long prevented us from clearly understanding the gradual and 
perfectly human historical development of the Jewish national character. Now 
at last light has been thrown on this sphere too. Here also we can say: we hold 
in our hand a sure and lasting result of scientific investigation. Whether later 
investigations prove this or that sentence of the Hexateuch, which to-day is 
ascribed to the “jahvistic“ text, to belong to the “elohistic,“ or to have been 
inserted by the later “editor,“ whether a definite utterance was made by Isaiah 
himself or by the so-called second Isaiah — all these are certainly important 
questions, but their solution will never in any way alter the established fact that 
real Judaism, with the special Jehovah faith and the exclusive predominance of 
priestly law, is due to a demonstrable and very peculiar historical sequence of 
events and to 
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the active intervention of certain far-sighted and clear-headed men. 
    These three facts form the essential basis of all knowledge of the Jewish 
character; they must not remain the possession of a learned minority but must 
be incorporated in the consciousness of all educated people. I repeat them in 
preciser form: 
    (1) The Israelite people has arisen from the crossing of quite different 
human types; 
    (2) The Semitic element may well have been the stronger morally, but 
physically it contributed scarcely one-half to the composition of the new 
ethnological. individuality; it is therefore wrong shortly to call the Israelites 
“Semites,“ for the part played by the various human types in the formation of 
the Israelite race demands a quantitative and qualitative analysis; 
    (3) The real Jew only developed in the course of centuries by gradual 
physical separation from the rest of the Israelite family, as also by progressive 
development of certain mental qualities and systematic starving of others; he is 
not the result of a normal national life, but in a way an artificial product, 
produced by a priestly caste, which forced, with the help of alien rulers, a 
priestly legislation and a priestly faith upon a people that did not want them. 
    This furnishes us with the arrangement of the following discussion. I shall 
first of all consult history and anthropology, in order that we may learn from 
what races the new Israelite race (as the foundation of the Jewish) was 
descended; then the part played by these various human types must be 

analysed with regard to their physical and particularly their moral significance, 
and here our attention must be directed especially to their religious views: for 
the basis of Judaism is the faith which it teaches and we cannot judge the Jew 
correctly either in history or in our midst, if we are not quite clear about 
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his religion; last of all I shall try to show how under the influence of 
remarkable historical events specific Judaism was established and stamped for 
ever with its peculiar and incomparable individuality. In this way we shall 
perhaps attain the object of this chapter, as I have defined it; for the Jewish 
race — though later at certain times it adopted not a few alien elements — 
remained on the whole purer than any other, and the Jewish nation has been 
from the first an essentially “ideal“ one, that is, one resting on faith in a 
definite national idea, not on the possession of a free State of its own, nor on 
communal life and work on the soil of that State: and this idea is the same to-
day as it was two thousand years ago. Now race and ideal make up the 
personality of the human being; they answer the question: Who art thou?... 
  
 
 
 
488 JUDAISM 
 
. My reply to the question, Who is the Jew? has been, in the first place, to point 
out whence he came, what was his physical foundation, and secondly, to reveal 
the leading idea of Judaism in its origin 
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and nature. I cannot do more; for the personality belongs to the single 
individual, and nothing is falser than the widespread procedure of judging a 
people by individuals. I have brought forward neither the “good“ Jew nor the 
“bad“ Jew; “no one is good,“ said Jesus Christ, and when is a man so utterly 
despicable that we would be inclined to call him unconditionally bad? Before 
me are lying several criminal statistics; the one set tries to prove that the Jews 
are the most pious and lamb-like citizens of Europe, the others assert the 
opposite. How both conclusions are juggled out of the same figures beats me, 
but I am still more surprised that people should imagine that this is the way to 
deal with the psychology of nations. No one steals for the pleasure of it, unless 
he is a kleptomaniac. Is the man who through need or in consequence of a bad 
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example steals, necessarily a bad man, and he who has not the least occasion to 
do so a good one? Luther says: “Whoever steals bread from the baker without 
being forced by hunger is a thief; if he is forced by hunger he acts rightly, for 
people ought to give to him.“ Give me a statistic which shows how many 
people who live in direst need, oppression and abandonment, do not become 
criminals; from it one might eventually draw some conclusions — yet no very 
far-reaching ones. Were not the ancestors of our feudal nobility highway 
robbers? and are their descendants not proud of it? Did the Popes not have 
kings assassinated by hired murderers? And in our present civilised society are 
not lying and misleading recognised in high diplomacy? Let us therefore leave 
morality alone, as also the almost equally slippery question of predisposition; 
that there are more Jewish than European lawyers in a country only proves 
that law pays there — nothing more; special ability has nothing to do with it.... 
In all these things, especially if they are presented statistically, we can prove 
anything. On the other hand, the two facts of 
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race and ideal are fundamental. There are no good and bad men, at least for us, 
but only before God, for the word “good“ refers to a moral estimation, and 
this again depends on a knowledge of motive, which can never be revealed. 
“Who can know the heart?“ was the cry of Jeremiah (xvii. 9). * On the other 
hand there are certainly good and bad races, for here we have to deal with 
physical relations, general laws of organic nature, which have been 
experimentally investigated — relations in which, in contrast to those 
mentioned above figures provide irrefutable proofs — relations concerning 
which the history of humanity offers us abundant information. And scarcely 
less manifest are the leading ideas. In reference to race these must in the first 
place be looked upon as a consequence; but one should not underestimate this 
inner, invisible anatomy, this purely spiritual dolichocephaly and 
brachycephaly, which as cause also has a wide range of influence. Hence it is 
that every strong nation has so much power of assimilation. The entrance into 
a new union in the first place changes not a fibre of the physical structure, and 
only very slowly, in the course of generations, affects the blood; but ideas have 
a more rapid effect, because they direct the whole personality almost at once 
into new channels. And the Jewish national idea seems to exercise a 
particularly strong influence, perhaps for the very reason that in this case the 
nation exists merely as an idea and never, from the beginning of Judaism, was 
it a “normal“ nation, but above all, a thought, a hope. It is therefore quite 
wrong, in the case of the Jews especially, to lay much weight — as Renan for 
example was fond of doing in his last years — upon the adoption of alien 

blood which took place from time to time. Renan knew better than anybody 
else 
 
    * As Kant in his Critique of Pure Reason says (in explaining the 
cosmological idea of freedom): “The real morality of actions (merit and guilt) 
remains quite concealed from us, even in the case of our own conduct.“ 
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that the conversion of Greeks and Romans to Judaism was an absolutely 
unimportant phenomenon. What were those “Hellenes“ from Antioch, of 
whom he tells us in his lecture “Judaïsme, race ou religion“? and who are said 
to have been converted in crowds to Judaism, a fact for which we possess only 
the evidence of a very unreliable Jew, Josephus? They were Hebrew-Syrian 
mongrels, in whose veins probably not a drop of Greek blood flowed. And 
those “Romans,“ for whom Renan quotes the evidence of Juvenal (Sat. xvi. 95 
f.)? The dregs of the people composed of the freed Asiatic and African slaves. 
Let him name one single Roman of importance who became a Jew! Such 
assertions are an intentional misleading of the unlearned public. But even if 
they were based on truth instead of arising out of bias and falsification, what 
would that signify? Are we to suppose that the Jewish national idea has not the 
force of other national ideas? On the contrary, it is more powerful, as I have 
shown, than any other, and transforms men to its own image. One does not 
need to have the authentic Hittite nose to be a Jew; the term Jew rather 
denotes a special way of thinking and feeling. A man can very soon become a 
Jew without being an Israelite; often it needs only to have frequent intercourse 
with Jews, to read Jewish newspapers, to accustom himself to Jewish 
philosophy, literature and art. On the other hand, it is senseless to call an 
Israelite a “Jew,“ though his descent is beyond question, if he has succeeded in 
throwing off the fetters of Ezra and Nehemiah, and if the law of Moses has no 
place in his brain, and contempt of others no place in his heart. “What a 
prospect it would be,“ cries Herder, “to see the Jews purely humanised in their 
way of thinking!“ * But a purely humanised Jew is no longer a Jew because, by 
renouncing the idea of Judaism, he ipso facto has left 
 
    * Adrastea 7, Stück V., Abschnitt “Fortsetzung.“ 
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that nationality, which is composed and held together by a complex of 
conceptions, by a “faith.“ With the apostle Paul we must learn that “he is not a 
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Jew who is one outwardly, but he is a Jew who is one inwardly“ (Rom. ii. 28-
29). 
    Now such national or religious ideals can exercise their revolutionising 
influence in two ways, positive or negative. I have shown in the case of the 
Jews how a handful of men forced a definite national idea upon a people not 
at all inclined to accept it, and so impressed the stamp of this idea upon it that 
it would seem impossible for that people to efface it; but consanguinity and 
congeniality were necessary for the accomplishment of this. In this case, then, 
the idea exercised a positively creative influence. Just as remarkable a case is 
the sudden conversion of the bloodthirsty, wild Mongolians by the adoption 
of the Buddhist faith to mild, pious men, a third of whom have become 
monks. * But an idea can also have a purely negative result; it can lead a man 
out of his own course without opening up another which is suited to his race. 
A well-known example is the way in which Mohammedanism has affected the 
Turkomans: by adopting the fatalistic view of the world this wildly energetic 
people has gradually sunk into complete passivity. If the Jewish influence were 
to gain the upper hand in Europe in the intellectual and cultural sphere, we 
should have one more example of negative, destructive power. 
    I have thus pointed out the method adopted by me and its chief results; I 
cannot otherwise summarise this chapter. Formulae are mere phrases in 
respect of organic phenomena. The anecdote Le voilà, le chameau! is well 
known. Such a pretension is ridiculous even in respect of the camel, and it 
would never occur to me to close this sketch with generalisations and 
formulae, as 
 
    * Cf. Döllinger; Akademische Vorträge i. 8. 
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if I should say, Le voilà, le juif! For the theme is inexhaustible and 
unfathomable; I have scarcely used the twentieth part of my illustrations and 
notes: But my belief is that every one who reads this chapter will feel qualified 
to form a sharper and clearer judgment of Judaism and its product, the Jew. 
From this judgment will follow of itself the answer to the question, What is the 
significance of the entrance of the Jew into the history of the West? It is not 
my task to trace this influence century by century. The indirect influence of 
Judaism on Christianity was and still is immense; its direct influence on the 
nineteenth century appears for the first time as a new influence in the history 
of culture: it thus becomes one of the burning subjects of the day, and I have 
felt bound therefore to lay a sound foundation for its appreciation. Towards 
this end neither the passionate assertions of the Anti-Semites, nor the 

dogmatic platitudes of the humanitarians, nor even the many learned books, 
theological or archaeological, from which I have gathered the materials for this 
chapter, give us any assistance. In the task imposed upon me by necessity, I 
hope I have not striven in vain to arrive at a clear understanding. We have to 
deal here with a question affecting not only the present, but also the future of 
the world. 
 
 
necessity, the creation of a new civilisation, a new culture. It was Teutonic 
blood and Teutonic blood alone (in the wide sense in which I take the word, 
that is to say, embracing the Celtic, Teutonic and Slavonic, or North European 
races *) that formed the impelling force and the informing 
 
    * See vol. i. chap. vi. 
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power. It is impossible to estimate aright the genius and development of our 
North-European culture, if we obstinately shut our eyes to the fact that it is a 
definite species of mankind which constitutes its physical and moral basis. We 
see that clearly to-day: for the less Teutonic a land is, the more uncivilised it is. 
He who at the present time travels from London to Rome passes from fog 
into sunshine, but at the same time from the most refined civilisation and high 
culture into semi-barbarism — dirt, coarseness, falsehood, poverty. Yet Italy 
has never ceased for a single day to be a focus of highly developed civilisation; 
its inhabitants prove this by the correctness of their deportment and 
demeanour; what we have here is not so much a decadence that has recently 
set in, as men are apt to maintain, but rather a remnant of Roman imperial 
culture, regarded from the incomparably higher standpoint which we occupy 
to-day and by men who hold absolutely different ideals. How splendid was the 
glory of Italy, how it went ahead and held aloft the torch for other nations on 
the road to a new world, while it still contained in its midst elements outwardly 
latinised, but inwardly thoroughly Teutonic! The beautiful country, which had 
already under the empire degenerated into absolute sterility, possessed for 
many centuries a rich well of pure Teutonic blood: the Celts, the 
Langobardians, the Goths, the Franks, the Normans, had flooded nearly the 
whole land and remained, especially in the north and the south, for a long time 
almost unmixed, partly because they, as uncultivated and warlike men, formed 
a caste apart, but also because (as already marked on p. 538, vol. i.) the legal 
rights of the “Romans“ and of the Teutons remained different in all strata of 
the population until well into the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, in 
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Lombardy, indeed, until past the beginning of the fifteenth; and this naturally 
added considerably to the 
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difficulty of fusion. “Thus these various Teutonic tribes,“ as Savigny points 
out, “lived with the main stock of the population (the remnant of the Roman 
Chaos of Peoples) locally mingling, but differing in customs and rights.“ Here, 
where the uncultured Teuton, by constant contact with a higher culture, first 
awoke to the consciousness of himself, many a movement first found the 
volcanic fire that burst into the formation of a new world: learning and 
industry, the obstinate assertion of civic rights, the early bloom of Teutonic 
art. The northern third of Italy — from Verona to Siena — resembles in its 
peculiar development a Germany whose Emperor might have lived on the 
other side of the high mountains. Everywhere German counts had taken the 
place of Roman provincial governors, and it was always only for a short time, 
till he was hastily called away, that a King resided in the land, while a jealous 
rival King, the Pope, was near at hand and ever rejoicing in intrigues. In this 
way the old Germanic tendency to form self-ruling cities, which is in the main 
an Indo-European characteristic, was able at an early period to develop in 
Northern Italy and become the ruling power in the land. The extreme north 
led the way; but Tuscany soon followed suit and profited by the Hundred 
Years War between Pope and Emperor to wrest the inheritance of Mathilda 
from both and to give to the world, in addition to a Pleiad of ever memorable 
cities, in which Petrarch, Ariosto, Mantegna, Correggio, Galilei and other 
immortals arose, the crown of all cities, Florence — formerly the townlet of a 
margrave, which was soon to represent the essence of anti-Roman, creative 
individualism — to be the birthplace of Dante and Giotto, of Donatello, 
Leonardo and Michael Angelo — the mother of the arts, from whose breast all 
the great men, even those who were born at a distance, even a Raphael, first 
drew the nurture of perfection. 
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Now and now only impotent Rome could adorn herself anew: the diligence 
and the enterprise of the men of the north had poured heavy sums into the 
Papal coffers, while at the same time their genius awakened and put at the 
disposal of the declining metropolis, which in the course of a two thousand 
years' history had not had a single creative thought, the immeasurable treasures 
of western Teutonic inventive power. This was not a rinascimento, as the 
dilettantic belles-lettrists, in exaggerated admiration of their own literary 

hobbies, imagined, but a nascimento — the birth of something entirely new — 
which, as it immediately, leaving the paths of tradition, pursued its own path in 
art, at the same time unfurled its sails to explore the oceans from which the 
Greek and Roman “hero“ had shrunk in terror, and gave the eye its telescope 
to reveal to human perception the hitherto impenetrable mystery of the 
heavenly bodies. If we simply must see in this a Renaissance, it is not the 
rebirth of antiquity, and least of all the rebirth of inartistic, unphilosophic, 
unscientific Rome, but simply free man's regeneration from out the all-
levelling Imperium: freedom of political, national organisation in contrast to 
cut-and-dried common pattern; freedom of rivalry, of individual independence 
in work and creation and endeavour, in contrast to the peaceful uniformity of 
the civitas Dei; freedom of the senses of observation in contrast to dogmatic 
interpretations of nature; freedom of investigation and thought in contrast to 
artificial systems after the manner of Thomas Aquinas; freedom of artistic 
invention and shaping in contrast to hieratically fixed formulas; finally, 
freedom of faith in contrast to religious intolerance. 
    In beginning this chapter, and at the same time a new division of this work 
with reference to Italy, I must disclaim any scrupulous attention to chronology; 
it would be altogether inadmissible to assert in so many words 
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that the rinascimento of free Teutonic individuality began in Italy; rather might 
it be said that the first imperishable blossoms of its culture made their 
appearance there; but I wanted to call attention to the fact that even here in 
the south, at the doors of Rome, the sudden outburst of civic independence, 
industrial activity, scientific earnestness, and artistic creative power was 
through and through Teutonic, and in that sense anti-Roman. A glance at that 
age (to which I shall recur) proves it, a glance at the present age equally so. In 
the meantime, two circumstances have led to a progressive decrease of the 
Teutonic blood in Italy: on the one hand, the unhampered fusion with the 
ignoble mixed population, on the other, the destruction of the Teutonic 
nobility in never-ending civil wars, in the conflicts between cities, in the blood-
feuds and other outbursts of wild passion. We need only read the history of 
one of these cities, for example, Perugia, which in the upper ranks of its 
society was almost completely Gothic-Langobardic! It is scarcely 
comprehensible how with such ceaseless slaughter of whole families (which 
began as soon as the city became independent), single branches still retained 
something of their genuinely Teutonic character until well into the sixteenth 
century; after that the Teutonic blood was exhausted. * It is evident that the 
hastily acquired culture, the violent assimilation of an essentially foreign 
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civilisation, the sudden revelation, moreover, of Hellenism which was in 
sharpest contrast to them yet mentally akin, perhaps too, the incipient fusion 
with a blood which was poison to Teutons ... it is evident that all these things 
had not merely conduced to a miraculous outburst of 
 
    * Goethe's unerring eye has perceived the race-relations here; of the Italian 
Renaissance he says: “It was as if the children of God had wedded the 
daughters of men,“ and he calls Pietro Perugino “an honest German soul“ 
(Ital. Reise, 18/10/86 and 19/10/86). 
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genius, but had at the same time bred madness. * If any one ever wishes to 
prove an affinity between genius and madness, let him point to Italy of the 
Trecento, Quattrocento and Cinquecento! With all its permanent importance 
for our new culture, this “Renaissance“ in itself reminds us more of the 
paroxysm of death than of a phenomenon that guarantees vitality. A thousand 
glorious flowers burst forth as if by magic, where immediately before the 
uniformity of an intellectual desert had prevailed; a sudden blossoming 
everywhere; in giddy haste talents just awakened to activity storm the highest 
peak: Michael Angelo might almost have been a personal pupil of Donatello, 
and it was only by an accident that Raphael did not actually sit at Leonardo's 
feet. We get a vivid conception of this synchronism when we remember that 
the life of Titian alone extends from Sandro Botticelli to Guido Reni! But the 
flame of genius died down even more quickly than it had blazed up. When the 
heart was throbbing most proudly, the body was already in the fullness of 
corruption; Ariosto, born a year before Michael Angelo, calls the Italy of his 
time “a foul-smelling sewer“: 
 
    O d'ogni vizio fetida sentina, 
    Dormi, Italia imbriaca! 
    Orlando Furioso xvii. 76. 
 
And if, hitherto, I have mentioned the plastic arts alone, I have done so for the 
sake of simplicity and because I wished to deal with the sphere which is the 
most familiar though the same truth holds good in all spheres. When Guido 
Reni was still quite young, Tasso died and with him Italian poetry; a few years 
later Giordano Bruno went to the stake, Campanella to the rack — the end of 
Italian philosophy — and shortly before Guido, Italian natural science closed 
with Galilei the career which it 
 

    * He who has not time for detailed historical studies should read the chapter 
on Perugia in John Addington Symonds' Sketches in Italy. 
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had so gloriously begun with Ubaldi, Varro, Tartaglia, and others, above all 
with Leonardo da Vinci. The course of history, north of the Alps, was 
altogether different: such a brilliant height was never reached, nor was there 
such a catastrophe. This catastrophe admits only one explanation: the 
disappearance of the creative minds, in other words, of the race that had 
produced them. One walk through the gallery of busts in the Berlin Museum 
will convince us that in truth the type of the great Italians is absolutely extinct 
to-day. * Now and again they flash upon our memory when we review a troop 
of those splendid, gigantic labourers who build our streets and railways: the 
physical strength, the noble brow, the bold nose, the glowing eye; but they are 
only poor survivors of the shipwreck of Italian Teutonism. This disappearance 
is adequately explained by the facts adduced, as far as physique is concerned, 
but there is another important consideration, the moral suppression of definite 
tendencies of mind, and hence, so to speak, of the soul of the race; the noble 
was degraded into a worker of the soil, the ignoble became master and lorded 
it as he thought proper. The gallows of Arnold of Brescia, the stakes of 
Savonarola and Bruno, the instruments of torture by which Campanella and 
Galilei suffered, are only visible symbols of a daily, universal struggle against 
the Teuton, of a systematic uprooting of the freedom of the individual. The 
Dominicans, formerly ex officio Inquisitors, had now become reformers of the 
Church and philosophers; the Jesuits had carefully provided beforehand 
against such deviations from the Orthodox; he who acquires even a little 
information about their activity in Italy, from the sixteenth century onwards — 
from the history 
 
    * “Les Florentins d'aujourd'hui ne resemblent en rien à ceux de la 
Renaissance, ...“ says one of the most exquisite judges, Ujfalvi (De l'Origine 
des familles, &c., p. 9). 
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of the order, let us say, by its admirer, Buss — will no longer wonder at the 
sudden disappearance of all genius, that is to say, of everything Teutonic. 
Raphael had still had the boldness to raise in the middle of the Vatican (in the 
“Disputa“) an immortal monument to Savonarola, whom he fervently 
admired: Ignatius, on the other hand, forbade even the mention of the 
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Tuscan's name. * Who could live in Italy to-day and move among its amiable, 
highly gifted inhabitants without feeling with pain that here a nation was lost 
and lost beyond all hope, because the inner impelling force, the greatness of 
soul, that would correspond to their talent are lacking? As a matter of fact, 
Race alone confers this force. Italy possessed it, so long as it possessed 
Teutons; yes, even to-day its population reveals, in those parts where Celts, 
Germans and Normans formerly were specially numerous, the thoroughly 
Teutonic industry, and gives birth to men who strive with the energy of 
despair to unite the country and guide it on to glorious paths: Cavour, the 
founder of the new Kingdom, was born in the extreme north; Crispi, who 
knew how to steer it past cliffs of danger, in the extreme south. But how can a 
people be again raised up, when the fountain of its strength has run dry? And 
what does it signify when a Giacomo Leopardi calls his people a “degenerate 
race“ and holds up to them the example of their ancestors? † The ancestors of 
the great majority of the 
 
    * Raphael's enthusiastic admiration for Savonarola, for his master Perugino, 
and his friend Bartolomeo (see Eugene Müntz: Raphaël, 1881, p. 133) is 
almost of as much importance in fixing the race of these men as the fact that 
Michael Angelo never mentioned the Madonna, and only once in jest 
mentioned a Saint, so that one of the greatest authorities on him could call him 
“an unconscious Protestant.“ In one of his sonnets Michael Angelo warns the 
Saviour not to come to Rome in person, where a trade is carried on in His 
divine blood. 
 
    E'l sangue di Cristo si vend' a giumelle 
 
and where the priests would flay him to sell his skin. 
    † Cf. the two Sonnets: All' Italia and Sopra il monumento di Dante. 
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Italians to-day are neither the sturdy Romans of ancient Rome, those patterns 
of simple manliness, indomitable independence and rigidly legal sentiment, nor 
these demigods in strength, beauty and genius, who on the morning of our 
new day, in one single swarm, soared up like larks greeting the dawn from the 
sun-kissed soil of Italy to the heaven of immortality; no, their genealogy goes 
back to the countless thousands of liberated slaves from Africa and Asia, to 
the jumble of various Italic peoples, to the military colonies settled among 
them from all countries in the world, in short, to the Chaos of Peoples which 
the Empire so ingeniously manufactured. And the present position of the 

country as a whole simply signifies a victory of this Chaos over the Teutonic 
element, which had been added at a later time and which had long maintained 
its purity. This is the reason, moreover, why that Italy — which three centuries 
ago was a torch of civilisation and culture — is now one of the nations that lag 
behind, that have lost their balance and cannot again find it. For two cultures 
cannot exist on an equal footing side by side; that is out of the question: 
Hellenic culture could not live on under Roman influence, Roman culture 
disappeared before the spread of the Egypto-Syrian; it is only where the 
contact is purely external, as in the case of Europe and Turkey, or a fortiori 
Europe and China, that no perceptible influence is exercised, and even here 
the one must in time destroy the other. Now such countries as Italy — I might 
at once add Spain — stand in a very close relation to us in the north: the great 
achievements of their past prove their former blood-relationship; they cannot 
possibly withdraw themselves from our influence, from our incomparably 
greater strength; but where they imitate us to-day, they do so not of an 
impelling need, not on account of an inner, but of an outer necessity; holding 
up before their gaze ancestors from 
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whom they are not descended, their own history and our example both lead 
them into false paths, and finally they are unable to preserve even that one 
thing which might continue theirs, a different, perhaps in many respects 
inferior, but at any rate, genuine originality. * 
  
 
THE TEUTONIC MASTER-BUILDER 
 
    In naming Italy, I only wished to give an example, but I think I have at the 
same time provided a proof. As Sterne says: an example is no more an 
argument than the cleaning of a mirror is a syllogism, but it enables us to see 
better, and that is the important thing. Wherever the reader casts his eyes, he 
will find examples to prove the fact that the present civilisation and culture of 
Europe are specifically Teutonic, fundamentally distinct from all the un-Aryan 
ones and very essentially different from the Indian, the Hellenic and the 
Roman, directly antagonistic to the mestizo ideal of the anti-national Imperium 
and the so-called “Roman“ system of Christianity. The matter is so perfectly 
clear that further discussion would surely be superfluous; besides, I can refer 
the reader to the three preceding chapters, which contain a large number of 
actual proofs. 
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    This one fact had first to be laid down. For our world of to-day is absolutely 
new, and in order to comprehend it and form an estimate of its rise and 
present condition, the first fundamental question is: Who has created it? The 
new world was created by the same Teuton who after such an obstinate 
struggle discarded the old. He alone possessed that “wild willing“ of which I 
spoke at the end of the last chapter, the 
 
    * The views here expressed — bitterly opposed and ridiculed on many 
hands — have in the meantime been brilliantly confirmed by the strictly 
anthropological, soberly scientific investigations of Dr. Ludwig Woltmann, 
which are now to be had for the first time in connected form: Die Germanen 
und die Renaissance in Italien, 1905. 
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determination not to surrender, but to remain true to self. He alone held the 
view which the Teuton Goethe expressed later: 
 
    Jedes Leben sei zu führen, 
    Wenn man sich nicht selbst vermisst; 
    Alles könne man verlieren, 
    Wenn man bliebe, was man ist. * 
 
He alone — like Paracelsus of Hohenheim — chose as his motto in life the 
words: Alterius non sit, qui suus esse potest (Let him be no other's, who can 
be his own). Will this be censured as empty pride? Surely it is only the 
recognition of a manifest fact. Will the objection be offered that no 
mathematical proof is possible? Surely from all sides this fact is borne in upon 
us with the same certainty as that twice two makes four. 
    Nothing is more instructive in this connection than a reference to the 
manifest significance of purity of race. † How feebly throbs to-day the heart of 
the Slav, who had entered history with such boldness and freedom; Ranke, 
Gobineau, Wallace, Schvarcz, all historians qualified to give an opinion, testify 
to the fact that, though highly gifted, he is losing his real informing power and 
the constancy to carry out what he undertakes; anthropology solves the riddle, 
for it shows us (see vol. i. pp. 505, 528) that by far the greater number of the 
Slavs to-day have by mingling with another human race lost the physical — 
and naturally also the moral — characteristics of their ancestors, who were 
identical with the ancient Teutons. And yet there is still in these nations so 
much Teutonic blood that they form one of the greatest civilising forces in the 

continuous subjection of the world by Europe. Certainly near Eydtkuhnen we 
cross a boundary which is but too sadly obvious, and the hem 
 
    * Every life may be led, if only man's self be not missed; Everything may be 
lost, if we remain what we are. 
    † For all further details on this point I refer to vol. i. chaps. iv. and vi. 
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of German culture which stretches along the Baltic, as well as the thousand 
districts in the interior of Russia, where the astonished traveller suddenly 
encounters the same strength of pure race, only make the contrast all the more 
striking; nevertheless, there is still a certain specifically Teutonic impulse here, 
in truth only a shadow, but it bears the stamp of blood-relationship and 
therefore produces something, in spite of all the resistance of the hereditary 
Asiatic culture. 
    In addition to its purity the Teutonic race reveals another feature of 
importance in the understanding of history: its diversity of form; of this the 
history of the world offers no second example. Both in the vegetable and the 
animal kingdoms we find among genera of a family and among the species of a 
genus a very varying “plasticity“: in the case of some the shape is, as it were, of 
iron, as though all the individuals were cast in one and the same unchanging 
mould; in other cases, however, we find variations within narrow limits, and in 
others again (think of the dog and the hieracium!) the variety of form is 
endless; it is constantly producing something new; such creatures, moreover, 
are always distinguished by their tendency to unlimited hybridising, by which 
again races, new and pure through in-breeding (see vol. i. p. 269), are 
continually produced. The Teutonic peoples resemble the latter; their plasticity 
is extraordinary, and every crossing between their own different tribes has 
enriched the world with new models of noble humanity. Ancient Rome, on the 
other hand, had been an example of extreme concentration both in politics * 
and in the intellectual sphere: the city walls the boundaries of the Fatherland, 
the inviolability of law the boundaries of the intellect. Hellenism, so infinitely 
rich intellectually, rich too in the formation of dialects and of races with 
distinct customs, is much 
 
    * See vol. i. chap. ii. 
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more closely related to Teutonism; the Aryan Indians also betray a close 
relationship by their remarkable talent for ever inventing new languages and by 
their clearly marked particularism; these two human races perhaps wanted only 
the historical and geographical conditions to develop with the same strength of 
uniformity, and yet at the same time of many-sidedness, as the Teutons. But 
considerations of this nature lead us into the domain of hypotheses: the fact 
remains that the plasticity of Teutonism is unique and incomparable in the 
history of the world. 
    It is not unimportant to remark — though I do so only as a parenthesis 
because I wish to avoid philosophising in connection with history — that the 
characteristic, indestructible individualism of the genuine Teuton is manifestly 
connected with this “plasticity“ of the race. A new tribe presupposes the rise 
of new individuals; the fact that new tribes are always ready to make their 
appearance also proves the constant presence of particular, distinctive 
individuals, impatiently champing the bit that curbs the free exercise of their 
originality. I should like to make the assertion that every outstanding Teuton is 
virtually the starting-point of a new tribe, a new dialect, a new view of life's 
problems. * 
    It was by thousands and millions of such “individualists,“ that is, genuine 
personalities, that the new world was built up. † 
    And so we recognise the Teuton as the master-builder and agree with Jacob 
Grimm when he asserts that it is a gross delusion to imagine that anything 
great 
 
    * Cf. the details in the preceding chapter, p. 151. 
    † Some muddle-headed people of the present day confuse individualism and 
“subjectivity,“ and then advance some silly reproach of weakness and 
inconstancy, whereas we have here obviously to deal with the “objective“ 
recognition and — in men like Goethe — the “objective“ judgment of self, 
and from both of these we derive far-seeingness, sureness, and an unerring 
sense of freedom. 
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can originate from “the bottomless sea of a universality.“ * 
    Various, indeed, were the racial individualities of the Teutons, many the 
complicated crossings of their tribes: they were surrounded beyond the 
boundaries where their blood had been preserved in comparative purity, by 
branches related to them in various degrees of consanguinity: even in their 
midst there were groups and individuals who were half-Teutons, quarter-
Teutons, and so forth; yet all these, under the indefatigable impulse of the 

central creative spirit, played their part in contributing something of their own 
to the sum of the accomplished task: 
 
    When Kings build, the carters are kept busy! 
 
 
SO-CALLED HUMANITY 
 
    Now if we wish to judge rightly the history of the growth of this new world, 
we must never lose sight of the fact of its specifically Teutonic character. For 
as soon as we speak of humanity in general, as soon as we fancy that we see in 
history a development, a progress, an education, &c., of “humanity,“ we leave 
the sure ground of facts and float in airy abstractions. For this humanity, about 
which men have philosophised to such an extent, suffers from the serious 
defect that it does not exist at all. Nature and history reveal to us a great 
number of various human beings, but no such thing as humanity. Even the 
hypothesis that all these beings, as the offshoots of one original stem, are 
physically related to each other, has scarcely so much value as Ptolemaeus' 
theory of the heavenly spheres; for the latter explained by demonstration 
something present and visible, while every speculation regarding a “descent“ 
of man ventures upon a problem which, to begin 
 
    * Geschichte der deutschen Sprache, 2nd ed. p. 111. 
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with, exists only in the imagination of the thinker, is not presented by 
experience and should consequently be submitted to a metaphysical forum to 
be tested in regard to its admissibility. But even if this question of the descent 
of men and their relationship to one another were to leave the realm of 
phrases and enter that of the empirically demonstrable, it would hardly help us 
in forming our judgment of history; for every explanation by causes implicates 
a regressus in infinitum; it is like the unrolling of a map; we go on seeing 
something new — something new that belongs to that which is old — and 
even though the consequent widening of our sphere of observation may 
contribute to the enriching of our mind, still each individual fact remains as 
before, just what it was, and it is very doubtful whether our judgment is 
rendered essentially more acute by the knowledge of a more comprehensive 
connection — indeed, the reverse is just as possible. “Experience is boundless, 
because something new may always be discovered,“ as Goethe remarks in his 
criticism of Bacon of Verulam and the so-called inductive method; on the 
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other hand, the essence and purpose of judgment is limitation. Excellence in 
judgment depends upon acuteness, not upon compass; the exactitude of what 
the eye sees will always be more important than its extent; hence too the inner 
justification of the more modern methods of historical research, according to 
which explanatory, philosophising, general expositions are abandoned in 
favour of painfully minute investigation of individual facts. Of course, as soon 
as the science of history loses itself in endless data, all that it accomplishes is to 
“shovel observations backwards and forwards“ (as Justus Liebig says in 
righteous indignation at certain inductive methods of investigation); * yet, on 
the other hand, it is certain that the accurate knowledge of a single case is 
more 
 
    * Reden und Abhandlungen, 1874, p. 248. 
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serviceable to the judgment than the survey of a thousand that are shrouded in 
mist. In fact, the old saying: non multa, sed multum, proves to be universally 
true, and it also teaches us something which at the first glance we should 
hardly expect of it, namely, the right method of generalisation, which consists 
in never leaving the basis of facts, and not being satisfied, like children, with 
would-be “explanations“ from causes (least of all in the case of abstract 
dogmas such as development, education, &c.), but in continuously 
endeavouring to give a more and more clear perception of the phenomenon 
itself in its autonomous value. If we wish to simplify great historical complexes 
and yet to summarise with strict correctness, we should, to begin with, take the 
indisputable concrete facts, without linking any theory on to them; the Why 
will soon demand its place, but it should come only second, not first; the 
Concrete takes precedence. To arm ourselves with an abstract idea of 
humanity and with presuppositions derived from it, and then to face the 
phenomena of history and try to form a judgment on them is to start with a 
delusion; the actually present, individually limited, nationally distinct human 
beings make up all that we know about humanity; there we must stop. The 
Hellenic people, for example, is such a concrete fact. Whether the Hellenes 
were related to the peoples of Italy, to the Celts and Indo-Eranians, whether 
the diversity of their tribes, which we perceive even in the earliest times, 
corresponds to a diversity in the mingling in various degrees of men of 
different origin, or is the result of a differentiation brought about by 
geographical conditions, &c., all these are much debated questions, the 
answering of which some day — even should it be accomplished with certainty 

— would not in any way alter the great indisputable fact of Hellenism with its 
peculiar, unique language, its particular virtues and failings, its extra- 
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ordinary talent and the strange limitations of its intellect, its versatility, 
industrial zeal and over-craftiness in business, its philosophic leisure and 
Titanic imaginative power. Such a fact in history is absolutely concrete, 
tangible, manifest and at the same time inexhaustible. Truly, it is not modest 
on our part not to be satisfied with something so inexhaustible; and we are 
nothing less than foolish if we do not value aright these primal phenomena 
(Urphänomene) — to use again an expression of Goethe's — but, in the 
delusion that we can “explain“ them by expansion, dissolve and dissipate 
them, till they are no longer perceptible to the eye. We do this, for example, 
when we trace back the artistic achievements of the Hellenes to Phoenician 
and other pseudo-Semitic influences and fancy that thereby we have 
contributed something to the explanation of this unique miracle; yet the ever 
inexhaustible and inexplicable primal phenomenon of Hellenism is in this way 
rather amplified but is in no way explained. For the Phoenicians carried the 
elements of Babylonian and Egyptian culture everywhere; why did the seed 
only spring up where Hellenes had settled? And why, above all, not among 
those very Phoenicians themselves, who surely should have reached a higher 
stage of refinement than the people to whom they — as is supposed — first 
transmitted the beginnings of culture? * 
    In this province we are simply floating on fallacies when we — as Sir 
Thomas Reid mockingly says — “explain“ the day by the night, because the 
one follows the other. They have no lack of answers, those people who have 
never grasped, that is, never comprehended as 
 
    * The discoveries in Crete, &c., have meanwhile once for all dissipated the 
whole myth of Phoenician influence; even so biased a witness as Salomon 
Reinach admits that “ces découvertes portent le coup de grâce à toutes les 
théories qui attribuent aux Phéniciens une part prépondérante dans les très 
vieilles civilisations de l'Archipel ...“ (Anthropologie, 1902, Janv.-Févr., p. 39). 
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an insoluble problem, the great central question of life — the existence of the 
individual being. We ask these omniscient worthies how it is that the Romans, 
near relatives of the Hellenes (as Philology, History, Anthropology permit us 
to suppose), were yet in almost every single talent their very opposites. In 
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answer they refer to the geographical position. But even the geographical 
position is not very different, and the proximity of Carthage and of Etruria 
gave ample opportunity for stimuli as strong as those of the Phoenicians. And 
if the geographical situation is the decisive matter, why did ancient Rome and 
the ancient Romans so completely and irrevocably disappear? The most 
incomparable magician in this line was Henry Thomas Buckle, who “explains“ 
the intellectual pre-eminence of the Aryan Indians by their eating rice. * In 
truth, a consoling discovery for budding philosophers! But two facts are 
opposed to this explanation. In the first place, “rice is the principal food of the 
greatest portion of the human race“; secondly, the Chinese are the greatest 
rice-eaters in the world, since they consume as much as three pounds of it a 
day. † But the pretty clearly defined complex of peoples 
 
    * History of Civilisation in England, vol. i. c. 2.  The reader must read for 
himself the extremely ingenious train of reasoning with the details, collected 
with infinite pains, concerning the produce of the rice-fields, the amount of 
starch contained in the rice, the relation of carbon to oxygen in various foods, 
&c.  The whole house of cards falls to pieces as soon as the author seeks to 
substantiate the irrefutability of his proof by further examples and for this 
purpose refers to Egypt. “The civilisation of Egypt being like that of India, 
caused by the fertility of the soil, and the climate being also very hot, there 
were in both countries brought into play the same laws and there naturally 
followed the same results.“ So writes Buckle. But it would be difficult to 
imagine two more different cultures than the Egyptian and the Brahman; the 
similarities which one could of course point to are altogether external, just 
such as the climate can account for, but otherwise these peoples differ in 
everything — in political and social organisation and history, in artistic 
qualities, in intellectual gifts and achievements, in religion and thought, in the 
foundation of character. 
    † Ranke: Der Mensch, 2nd ed. i. 315 and 334. In Hueppe‘s 
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that make up the Aryan Indians forms an absolutely unique phenomenon 
among mankind; they possessed gifts such as no other race has ever possessed, 
and which led to immortal, incomparable achievements; at the same time their 
peculiar limitations were such that their individuality already contained in it 
their fate. Why did the principal food of the greatest portion of mankind have 
this effect only once, in point of space at one place, in point of time at one 
epoch? And if we wished to mention the very antithesis of the Aryan Indians, 
we should have to name the Chinese; the socialistic friend of equality in 

contrast to the absolute aristocrat; the unwarlike peasant in contrast to the 
born warrior; the utilitarian, above all others, in contrast to the idealist; the 
positivist, who seems organically incapable of raising himself even to the 
conception of metaphysical thought, in contrast to that born metaphysician 
upon whom we Europeans fix our eyes in admiration, never daring to hope 
that we could ever overtake him. And withal, as I have said, the Chinaman eats 
still more rice than the Indo-Aryan! 
    Nevertheless, in pursuing to the point of absurdity the mode of thought so 
common among us, I have had only one object in view, to reveal clearly, by 
cases of extreme error, whither it leads; once our distrust is aroused, we shall 
look back and perceive that even the most sensible and sure observations in 
regard to such phenomena as human races do not possess the value of 
explanations, but signify merely an extension of our horizon, whereas the 
phenomenon itself, in its concrete reality, remains as before the only source of 
all sound judgment and true understanding. I hope I have convinced the 
reader that there is a hierarchy of facts and that, as soon as we reverse them, 
we are building castles in the air. Thus, for example, the notion 
 
Handbuch der Hygiene (1899), p. 247, the expert will find a humorous 
explanation of the hypothesis that rice is especially good for philosophers. 
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“Indo-European“ or “Aryan“ is admissible and advantageous when we 
construct it from the sure, well investigated, indisputable facts of Indianism, 
Eranianism, Hellenism, Romanism, and Teutonism; for, in so doing, we never 
for a moment leave the ground of reality, we bind ourselves to no hypothesis, 
we build no unsubstantial sham bridges over the gulf of unknown causes of 
connection; on the other hand, we enrich our world of conception by 
appropriate systematic arrangement, and, while we unite what is manifestly 
related, we learn at the same time to separate it from the unrelated, and 
prepare the way for further perceptions and ever new discoveries. But 
whenever we reverse the process and take a hypothetical Aryan for our 
starting-point — a being of whom we know nothing at all, whom we construct 
out of the remotest, most incomprehensible sagas, and patch together from 
linguistic indications which are extremely difficult to interpret, a being whom 
every one can, like a fairy, endow with all the gifts that he pleases — we are 
floating in a world of abstractions and necessarily pronounce one false 
judgment after the other, a splendid example of which we see in Count 
Gobineau's Inégalité des races humaines. Gobineau and Buckle are the two 
poles of an equally wrong method: the one bores like a mole in the dark 
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ground and fancies that from the soil he can explain the flowers, though rose 
and thistle grow side by side; the other rises above the ground of facts and 
permits his imagination so lofty a flight that it sees everything in the distorted 
perspective of the bird's-eye view, and finds itself compelled to interpret 
Hellenic art as a symptom of decadence, and to praise the brigand age of the 
hypothetical aboriginal Aryan as the noblest activity of humanity! 
    The notion “humanity“ is, to begin with, nothing more than a linguistic 
makeshift, a collectivum, by which the characteristic feature of the man, his 
personality, is 
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blurred, and the guiding thread of history — the different individualities of 
peoples and nations — is rendered invisible. I admit that the notion humanity 
can acquire a positive purport, but only on condition that the concrete facts of 
the separated race-individualities are taken as a foundation upon which to 
build; these are then classified into more general racial ideas, which are again 
sifted in a similar fashion, and what after this hovers in the clouds high above 
the world of reality, scarcely visible to the naked eye, is “humanity.“ This 
humanity, however, we shall never take as our starting-point in judging that 
which is human; for every action on earth originates from definite, not from 
indefinite man; nor shall we ever take it as our goal, for individual limitation 
precludes the possibility of a universally valid generalisation. Even Zoroaster 
uttered the wise words: “Neither in thoughts, nor desires, nor words, nor 
deeds, nor religion, nor intellectual capacity do men resemble one another; he 
who loves the light should have his place among the resplendent heavenly 
bodies, he who loves the darkness belongs to the powers of night.“ * 
    I have been forcedly theorising in spite of myself. For a theory — the 
theory of the essentially one and uniform humanity † — stands in the way of 
all correct insight into the history of our time and of all times, and yet it has so 
thoroughly entered into our flesh and blood that it must, like a weed, be 
laboriously rooted out, before we can utter the plain truth with the hope of 
being understood. Our present civilisation and culture are specifically 
Teutonic, they are exclusively the work of 
 
    * See the book of Zâd-Sparam xxi. 20 (contained in vol. 47 of the Sacred 
Books of the East). 
    † This theory is old; Seneca, for example, has a liking for referring to the 
ideal of humanity, of which individual men are, so to speak, more or less 
successful copies: “Homines quidem pereunt, ipsa autem humanitas, ad quam 
homo effingitur, permanet“ (Letter 65 to Lucilius.) 
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Teutonism. And yet this is the great central and primal truth, the “concrete 
fact,“ which the history of the last thousand years teaches us in every page. 
The Teuton was stimulated from all sides, but he assimilated these suggestions 
and transformed them into something of his own. Thus the impulse to 
manufacture paper came from China, but it was to the Teuton alone that this 
immediately suggested the idea of book-printing; * the study of antiquity and 
the excavation of old works of plastic art gave a start to artistic activity in Italy, 
but even sculpture departed from the first Hellenic tradition, by making its aim 
not the Characteristic but the Typical, the Individual, not the Allegorical; 
Architecture only borrowed certain details, Painting nothing at all from 
Classical antiquity. I give these merely as examples, for in all provinces the 
procedure of the Teuton was similar. Even Roman Law was at no time and in 
no place fully adopted. As a matter of fact by certain races, notably the Anglo-
Saxons, who blossomed forth into such greatness — it was continually and 
deliberately rejected in spite of all regal and Papal intrigues. Whatever un-
Teutonic forces came into play acted — as we saw in the case of Italy at the 
beginning of this chapter — principally as hindrance, as destruction, as a 
seduction from the course imposed by necessity upon this special type of 
mankind. On the other hand, where the Teutons by force of numbers or by 
purer blood predominated, all alien elements were carried with the current and 
even the non-Teuton had to become a Teuton in order to be and to pass for 
something. 
    Naturally one cannot take the word Teuton in the usual narrow sense; such 
a distinction is contrary to fact and makes history as obscure as if we looked at 
it through a cracked glass; on the other hand, if we have recognised the 
obvious original similarity of the peoples that have arisen from Northern 
Europe, and discovered that their 
 
    * Cf. below, division 3, on “Industry.“ 
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diverse individuality is due to the incomparable plasticity which is still a feature 
of the race, to the tendency of Teutonism towards ceaseless individualisation, 
we at once understand that what is at the present day called European culture 
is not in truth European, but specifically Teutonic. In the Rome of to-day we 
have seen that we are only partially in the atmosphere of this culture; the 
whole south of Europe, from which, unfortunately, the Chaos of Peoples was 
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never rooted out, and where, as a consequence of the laws fully considered in 
chapter iv. (vol. i.) it is rapidly gathering strength again, simply swims against 
its will with the current; it cannot resist the power of our civilisation, but 
inwardly it scarcely any longer belongs to it. If we travel towards the east, we 
cross the boundary at a distance of about twenty-four hours' railway journey 
from Vienna; from there straight across to the Pacific Ocean not an inch of 
land is influenced by our culture. To the north of this line nothing but 
railways, telegraph posts and Cossack patrols testify to the fact that a purely 
Teutonic monarch, at the head of a people, the vigorous, creative elements of 
which are at least half-Teutons, has begun to stretch the hand of order over 
this gigantic district; but even this hand reaches only to the point where a 
civilisation entirely antagonistic to our own sets in, that of the Chinese, 
Japanese, Tonkinese, &c.  Élisée Reclus, the famous geographer, assured me, 
just after he had finished the study of all the literature in China for his 
Géographie Universelle, that not a single European — not even those who, 
like Richthofen and Harte, had lived there for many years, no missionary who 
had spent all his life in the heart of the country — could say of himself, “J'ai 
connu un Chinois.“ The personality of the Chinese is, in fact, impenetrable to 
us, just as ours is to him; a sportsman understands by sympathy more of the 
soul of his dog, and the dog more of his master's soul, than the master knows 
of the soul of the Chinaman with whom he goes shooting. 
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All the silly talk about “humanity“ does not help us over the difficulty raised 
by this prosaically certain fact. He, on the other hand, who crosses the broad 
ocean to the United States finds among new faces, with a national character 
that has acquired a new individuality, his own culture, and that, too, in a high 
stage of development, and it is the same with the man who, after travelling for 
four weeks, lands on the coast of Australia. New York and Melbourne are 
incomparably more “European“ than the Seville or Athens of to-day — not in 
appearance, but in the spirit of enterprise, in capacity for achievement, in 
intellectual tendency, in art and science, in the general moral level, in short, in 
strength of life. This strength is the precious legacy of our fathers; once it was 
possessed by the Hellenes, once by the Romans. 
    It is only by thus recognising the strictly individual character of our culture 
and civilisation that we can judge ourselves aright, ourselves and others. For 
the essence of individuality is limitation and the possession of a physiognomy 
of one's own; the “prodomus“ of all historical insight is therefore — as 
Schiller beautifully expresses it — “to learn to grasp with faithful and chaste 
sense the individuality of things.“ One culture can destroy, but never permeate, 

the other. If we begin our works on history with Egypt — or, according to the 
most recent discoveries, with Babylonia — and then let mankind develop 
chronologically, we build up an altogether artificial structure. Egyptian culture, 
for example, is an altogether isolated, individual thing, about which we are no 
more able to form an estimate than about an ant-state, and all ethnographers 
assure us that the Fellahin of the Nile Valley to-day are physically and mentally 
identical with those of five thousand years ago; new races became masters of 
the land and brought a new culture with them; no development took place. 
And what are we, in the meantime, to do with the mighty culture of the Indo-
Aryans? Is it not to be taken 
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into account? But how is it to be placed among the others? For their finest 
epoch fell about the time when our Teutonic culture just started on its course. 
Do we find that in India that high culture has been further developed? And 
what about the Chinese, to whom we are perhaps indebted for as much 
stimulus as the Hellenes were to the Egyptians? The truth is, that as soon as 
we, following our propensity to systematise, try to produce an organic unity, 
we destroy the individual and with it the one thing which we concretely 
possess. Even Herder, from whom I differ so widely in this very discussion, 
writes: “In India, Egypt, China, also in Canaan, Greece, Rome, Carthage, there 
took place what never and nowhere will happen in the world again.“ * 
  
 
THE SO-CALLED RENAISSANCE 
 
    I said above, for example, that it was the Hellenes and the Romans who 
certainly gave the greatest impulse, if not to our civilisation, at least to our 
culture; but we have not thereby become either Hellenes or Romans. Perhaps 
no more fatal conception has been introduced into history than that of the 
Renaissance. For we have associated with it the delusion of a regeneration of 
Latin and Greek culture, a thought worthy of the half-bred souls of degenerate 
Southern Europe, to whom culture was something which man can outwardly 
assimilate. For a rinascimento of Hellenic culture, nothing less would be 
necessary than the rebirth of the Hellenes; all else is mummery. Not only was 
the idea of the Renaissance in itself a misfortune, but also to a great extent the 
deeds that sprang from this idea. For instead of receiving only a stimulus, we 
henceforth received laws, laws which put fetters upon our own individuality, 
obstructed it at every step and had for their object the degradation of the most 
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    * Ideen iii. 12. 6. 
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valuable thing which we possess, our originality, that is to say, the sincerity of 
our own nature. Roman Law, which was proclaimed as a classical dogma, 
became in the sphere of public life the source of shocking violence and loss of 
freedom. I do not mean to say that this law is not, even at the present day, a 
model of juristical technique, the eternal high school of jurisprudence (see vol. 
i. p. 148 f.); but the fact that it was forced upon us Teutons as a dogma was 
obviously a great misfortune for our historical development; for not only did it 
not suit our conditions, it was something dead, misunderstood, an organism 
the former living significance of which was only revealed after the lapse of 
centuries in our own days by the most searching study of Roman History: 
before we could really understand what his intellect had constructed, we had to 
call the Roman himself from the grave. The same thing happened in every 
sphere. Not only in philosophy were we to be handmaids (ancillae), namely, of 
Aristotle (see vol. ii. p. 178), but the law of slavery was also introduced into the 
whole realm of thought and creative activity. It was only in the industrial and 
economic spheres that vigorous progress was made, for here there was no 
classical dogma to retard; even natural science and the discovery of the world 
had a strenuous conflict to wage — all intellectual sciences, Poetry and Art as 
well, a more strenuous one still — a conflict which has not even yet been 
fought out to a perfectly successful issue, which would leave us absolutely 
unfettered. It is certainly not a mere accident that by far the greatest poet of 
the epoch of the so-called Renaissance, Shakespeare, and the most powerful 
sculptor, Michael Angelo, understood none of the ancient languages; just 
consider in what mighty independence a Dante would have stood before us, 
had he not borrowed his hell from Virgil and welded together his ideals of 
State from the spurious law of Constantinople and the Civitas Dei of 
Augustine! 
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And why was it that this contact with past cultures, which should have brought 
unmixed blessing, became in many ways a curse? It was simply because we did 
not, and alas! do not even yet, comprehend the individuality of every 
manifestation of culture! The Tuscan aesthetes, for example, lauded the Greek 
tragedy as the eternal paragon of the drama, and did not perceive that not only 
are the conditions of our life very different from those of Attica, but that our 
gifts, our whole personality, with its light and shade, are absolutely distinct; 

hence it was that these would-be renewers of Hellenic culture produced all 
sorts of monstrosities and crushed the Italian drama in the bud. By this they 
only showed their utter ignorance both of Teutonism and of Hellenism. For 
what we should have learned from Hellenism was the significance for life of an 
art that had developed organically, and the significance for art of the 
unimpaired free personality; we took from it the very opposite, ready-made 
mechanical patterns and the despotism of false aesthetics. For it is only the 
conscious, free individual that can rise to the comprehension of the 
incomparableness of other individualities. The bungler fancies that every one is 
capable of all things; he does not understand that imitation is the most 
shameless stupidity. It was from such blundering misconceptions that the idea 
of fastening on to Greece and Rome, and of continuing their work, originated 
— an idea which — as we should be careful to remember — gives proof of an 
almost ridiculous under-estimation of the achievements of these great nations, 
while at the same time it shows a complete failure to realise our Teutonic 
strength and individuality. 
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PROGRESS AND DEGENERATION 
 
    One other point deserves to be noticed. From the above it is easy for every 
one to observe to what extent it is that that pale abstraction of a universal 
“humanity,“ devoid of physiognomy and character and capable of being 
kneaded into any shape, leads to the under-estimation of the importance of the 
individual element in single men and in peoples: this confusion is the cause of 
another and even more fatal mistake, the exposure of which demands more 
diligence and acuteness. For it is from this first error of judgment that the 
mutually complementary notions of a progress and a degeneration of humanity 
are derived, and neither of these notions is tenable on the ground of concrete 
historical facts. Morally, it is true, the conception of progress may be 
indispensable: it is the application of the divine gift of hope to the world at 
large; similarly the metaphysics of religion cannot do without the symbol of 
degeneration (see p. 31 f.): but in both cases it is a question of inner states of 
mind (fundamentally of transcendent presentiments), which the individual 
projects upon his surroundings; when applied to actual history, as though they 
were objective realities, they lead to false judgments and failure to recognise 
the most patent facts. * 
 
    * See vol. i. pp. lxxviii. and xcvi. Immanuel Kant has, as usual, hit the nail on 
the head by rejecting this “good-natured“ presupposition of the moralists, 
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which the “history of all times too forcibly contradicts“ (Religion, beginning of 
chap. i.) and by comparing humanity, which is presumed to be progressing, to 
the sick man who had to call out in triumph, “I am dying of sheer 
improvement!“ (Streit der Fakultäten, ii.). In another passage he supplements 
this by writing, “No theory justifies man in holding the belief that the world is 
on the whole steadily improving; only purely practical reason may do so, for it 
dogmatically commands us to act according to such a hypothesis“ (Über die 
Fortschritte der Metaphysik, 2nd manuscript, Part II.) Thus by the conceptive 
progress we are justified in expressing, not an eternal fact, but the inner goal in 
view. If Kant had also emphasised the necessity of decline, instead of 
regarding the “clamour about con- 
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For progressive development and progressive decline are phenomena which 
are connected with individual life and which can be applied to the general 
phenomena of nature only in an allegorical sense, not sensu proprio. Every 
individual person reveals progress and degeneration, every individual thing 
likewise — whatever its nature — the individual race, the individual nation, the 
individual culture; that is the price that must be paid for the possession of 
individuality. On the other hand, in the case of universal and not individual 
phenomena, the notions progress and degeneration have no meaning, being 
merely a wrong and roundabout way of expressing change and motion. For 
this reason Schiller describes the common “empirical“ idea of immortality 
(according to the teaching of the orthodox Christian Church) as a “demand 
that can only be put forward by an animal nature striving to attain to the 
Absolute.“ * Animal nature is here intended to be in contrast to individuality; 
for the law of individuality, as Goethe has taught us (see the preceding 
chapter), is outward limitation, and this denotes a limitation not only in space 
but also in time; whereas the Universal — which denotes, as here, the animal 
nature of man, in other words, man as animal in contrast to man as individual 
— has no necessary, but at most an accidental limitation. But where there is no 
limitation, one cannot, in the proper sense of the word, speak of progression 
forwards or backwards, but only of motion. For this reason no tenable notion 
can be derived even from the most consistent, and, therefore, 
 
stantly progressing degeneration“ as empty talk (Vom Verhältnis der Theorie 
zur Praxis im Völkerrecht), nothing would have remained obscure, and from 
the contradiction of action according to the hypothesis of progress, and of 
faith according to the hypothesis of decline, we should have seen clearly that it 
is something Transcendental, and not empirical history, that is at work here. — 

In his simple way Goethe silences a fanatic of so-called progress with the 
words, “It is circum-gression we must say“ (Umschreitung müssen wir sagen): 
Gespräche, i. 182. 
    * Ästhetische Erziehung, Letter 24. 
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most shallow, Darwinism; for conforming to definite conditions is nothing 
more than a manifestation of equilibrium, and so-called evolution from 
simpler to more complicated forms of life may be quite as justifiably 
considered a decline as an advance; * it is in fact neither the one nor the other, 
but merely a manifestation of motion. This, too, is admitted by the 
philosopher of Darwinism, Herbert Spencer, in that he regards evolution as a 
kind of rhythmic pulsation, and explains very clearly that the equilibrium is at 
every moment the same. † In fact, it is inconceivable how the systole should 
form an “advance“ on the diastole, or the pendulum's movement to the right 
an “advance“ on its movement to the left. And yet clever men, carried away by 
the current of prevalent error, would fain have seen in evolution the guarantee, 
nay more, the proof of the reality of progress! What becomes of our logic 
when we cherish such absurdities must, however, be made clear by an 
example, for here I am swimming against the stream and must avail myself of 
every advantage. 
    John Fiske, the deservedly famous author of the history of the discovery of 
America, says in his thoughtful Darwinian work, The Destiny of Man, viewed 
in the light of his origin, ‡ that “the struggle for existence has succeeded in 
bringing forth that consummate product of creative activity, the human soul.“ 
Now in truth I do not know how the struggle can supply the sole effective 
cause of anything; this conception of the world's problems seems to me a little 
too summary, like all philosophy 
 
    * From the standpoint of consistent materialism the moneron is the most 
perfect animal, for it is the simplest and therefore most capable of resistance, 
and it is so organised that it can live in water, that is, on the greatest portion of 
the surface of our planet. 
    † See the chapter on “The Rhythm of Motion“ and the first two chapters on 
“Evolution“ in his First Principles. 
    ‡ Boston, 1884. Such are our modern empiricists! They know the “origin“ 
and the “destiny“ of all things and may therefore well deem themselves wise. 
The Pope in Rome is more modest. 
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of evolution; but the struggle so manifestly steels existing powers, draws out 
physical and mental gifts and develops them by exercise (even old Homer 
teaches our children this lesson), that I will not dispute the fact at present. 
Fiske goes on to say: “It is the wholesale destruction of life, which has 
heretofore characterised evolution ever since life began, through which the 
higher forms of organic existence have been produced“ (p. 95 f); very well, we 
will admit it. But what about progress? Logically we should presuppose that it 
consisted in increase of wholesale murder, or was at least dependent upon it 
— a view which could reasonably be advanced on the strength of some 
phenomena of our time. But this is very wide of the mark! Fiske has a great 
advantage over such homely logic, for he knows not only the “origin“ but also 
the “destiny“ of man. He informs us that, “as evolution advances, the struggle 
for existence ceases to be a determining factor ... this elimination of strife is a 
fact of utterly unparalleled grandeur; words cannot do justice to such a fact.“ 
This celestial peace is now the goal of progress, indeed it is progress itself. For 
Fiske, who is a very clever man, feels rightly that nobody has hitherto known 
the meaning of this talismanic word “progress“ — now we do know. “At 
length,“ says Fiske, “at length we see what human progress means.“ I am 
afraid I must beg to differ. For what is to become of our soul, which we 
acquired with such honest pains? We were just informed that the struggle for 
existence had “produced“ the soul: will it henceforth arise without a cause? 
And even supposing that the hobby-horse of heredity should kindly take it 
upon its Centaur back and carry it a stage farther, would the sensation of the 
struggle not lead, according to orthodox Darwinism, to the degeneration of 
the object produced, * so that our soul, as a mere 
 
    * Origin c. xiv.; Animals and Plants c. xxiv. 
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“rudimentary organ“ (comparable to the well-known human tail-appendage) 
might be, in its uselessness, merely an object of wonder to the would-be 
Admirable Crichton of future days. And why, if the struggle has already 
produced something so splendid, should it now cease? Surely not from sickly, 
sentimental horror of bloodshed. “Death in battle,“ said Corporal Trim, and 
thereby he snapped his fingers — “death in battle I do not fear this much! but 
elsewhere I should hide from it in every crevice.“ And though it is, under 
Professor Fiske's guidance, a “joy to see how we have at last gained such 
glorious heights,“ yet I can imagine and hope for something much more 
glorious still than what the present offers, and I shall never admit that the 

cessation of the struggle would mean an advance; it is just here that the 
hypothesis of evolution has accidentally got hold of a truth — the importance 
of the struggle for existence; it would really be foolish to sacrifice it, merely in 
order to “see what human progress means.“ 
    This error is due, as I have already said, to failure to realise a very simple 
and essential philosophical fact, that Progress and Degeneration can only be 
applied to the Individual, never to the Universal. To be able to speak of a 
progress of humanity, we should require to view the whole revelation of man 
upon earth from such a distance that everything, which for us constitutes 
history, would disappear; perhaps it would then be possible to conceive 
humanity as an individual phenomenon, to compare it with other analogous 
phenomena — e.g., upon other planets — and to observe it in progress and 
decline: but such hypothetical star-gazing has no practical value for us or for 
our time. The desire to bring our Teutonic culture into organic connection 
with the Hellenic as an advance or a decline is scarcely more reasonable than 
Buckle's already mentioned comparison 
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of dates and rice; indeed, it is less sensible, for dates and rice are recognised to 
be essentially different, to be something universal and unchangeable; whereas 
in the other comparison we overlook what differentiates and do not reflect 
that the Individual is something Never-recurring, and for that reason 
Complete and Absolute. Can we assert that Michael Angelo is an advance on 
Phidias, Shakespeare on Sophokles? or that they represent a falling off? Does 
any one believe that any trace of sense is to be derived from such a statement? 
Certainly not. But the point which people do not grasp is this, that the same 
holds good with regard to the collective national individualities and 
manifestations of culture, to which these remarkable men gave extraordinarily 
vivid expression. And so we go on making comparisons: the great gaping herd 
believes as firmly in the constant “progress of humanity“ as a nun in the 
Immaculate Conception; the greater and more thoughtful spirits — from 
Hesiod to Schiller, from the symbolism of the aboriginal Babylonians to 
Arthur Schopenhauer — have at all times rather had a presentiment of decline. 
If applied to history, both ideas are untenable. We have but to cross the border 
of civilisation to feel at once, from the load that falls from our head and 
shoulders, from the delight that is everywhere so obvious, how dearly we pay 
for so-called progress, Methinks a Macedonian shepherd of to-day leads a no 
less useful and much worthier and happier life than a factory worker in Chaux-
de-Fonds, who from his tenth year to the day of his death, for fourteen hours 
a day, mechanically fashions some one particular wheel for watches. Now if 
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the ingenuity which leads to the invention and perfection of the watch robs its 
maker of the sight of the great time-measurer, the great giver of life and health, 
the sun, it is obvious that this advance, however wonderful it may be, is 
bought at the price of a 
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corresponding retrogression. The same holds good everywhere. To save the 
notion of progress, it has been compared to a “circular motion in which the 
radius grows longer.“ * But this robs the idea of all meaning; for every circle is 
in all essential qualities the same as every other, greater or smaller extent 
cannot possibly be regarded as greater or lesser perfection. But the opposite 
idea — that of a degeneration of man — is just as untenable, as soon as we 
apply it to concrete history. Thus, for example, the remark of Schiller, which I 
quoted in the general introduction to this book, “What single man of recent 
times stands forth, man against man, to contend with the individual Athenian 
for the prize of humanity?“ can only claim a very limited validity. Every 
student of Schiller knows what the noble poet means; in what sense he is right, 
I have myself attempted to indicate; † and yet the statement provokes 
downright contradiction, indeed manifold contradiction. What is this “prize of 
humanity“? Once more it is that abstract idea of humanity which confuses the 
judgment! Among the free citizens of Athens (and Schiller can only mean 
these) there were twenty slaves to every man: in such circumstances, to be 
sure, leisure could be found for physical culture, the study of philosophy and 
the practice of art; our Teutonic culture, on the other hand (like the Chinese 
— for in such things it is not progress but innate character that reveals itself), 
was from the first an enemy of slavery; again and again this perfectly natural 
relationship sets in and ever and again we cast it off with horror. How many 
are there among us — from the King to the organ-grinder — who are not 
constrained to do their very best the livelong day, by the sweat of their brows? 
But is not work in itself at least as ennobling as bathing and boxing? ‡ 
 
    * So Justus Liebig: Reden und Abhandlungen, 1874, p. 273, and others. 
    † Vol. i. p. xcviii. and pp. 33 to 40. 
    ‡ Apart from the fact that the performances of modern athletes, as 
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I should not have long to search for “the single man of recent times“ whom 
Schiller challenges: I should take Friedrich Schiller himself by the hand and 
place him in the midst of the greatest Greeks of all ages: stripped in the 

gymnasium the ever-ailing poet would certainly cut a poor figure, but his heart 
and intellect, the more they were freed from the worry of the conditions of 
life, would rise in all the greater sublimity; and without fear of contradiction I 
would boldly assert: this single modern man is superior to you all by his 
knowledge, his striving, his ethical ideal; as a thinker he is far above you, and as 
a poet almost of equal rank with you. What Hellenic artist, I ask, can be called 
Richard Wagner's equal in creative force and power of expression? And where 
did all Hellenism produce a man worthy to contend with a Goethe for the 
prize of humanity? There we come upon a further contradiction, which is 
provoked by Schiller's assertion. For if our poets are not in every respect equal 
to the greatest poets of Athens, that is not the fault of their talent, but of those 
who surround them, who do not understand the value of art; but Schiller 
supports the view that while we as individuals cannot rival the Greeks, our 
culture as a whole is superior to theirs. A decided mistake, behind which the 
phantom “humanity“ again lurks. For though an absolute comparison between 
two peoples is (at least in my opinion) inadmissible, no objection can be 
offered to drawing a parallel between the individual stages of development; 
and if we do this, we shall perceive that the Hellenes, in spite of the painful 
defects of their individuality, stand on an altitude of supreme eminence and 
reveal a peculiar harmony of greatness, from which their culture derives its 
incomparable charm, whereas we Teutons are still in process of development, 
self-contradictory, uncertain of 
 
it has been proved, are superior to those of the ancients. (Cf. especially the 
various works of Hueppe.) 
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ourselves, surrounded and at many points saturated to the core by incongruous 
elements, which tear down what we construct and estrange us from our own 
true nature. In Greece a national individuality had after a stern struggle fought 
its way to the daylight; in our case all is still ferment; the highest manifestations 
of our intellectual life stand side by side isolated, regarding each other with 
almost hostile eyes, and it will only be after hard work that we shall succeed as 
a united whole in reaching that stage upon which Hellenic, Roman, Indian and 
Egyptian cultures once stood. 
  
 
HISTORICAL CRITERION 
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    If we then free ourselves from the delusion of a progressive or retrogressive 
humanity, and content ourselves with the realisation of the fact that our 
culture is specifically North-European, i.e., Teutonic, we shall at once gain a 
sure standard by which to judge our own past and our present, and at the same 
time a very useful standard to apply to a future which has yet to come. For 
nothing Individual is limitless. So long as we regard ourselves as the 
responsible representatives of all humanity, the more clear-seeing minds must 
be driven to despair by our poverty and obvious incapacity to pave the way for 
a golden age; at the same time, however, all shallow-brained phrase-makers 
turn us from those earnest aims which we might attain, and undermine what I 
should like to call historical morality, in that, shutting their eyes, blind to our 
universal limitation, and totally failing to realise the value of our specific 
talents, they dangle before our eyes the Impossible, the Absolute: natural 
rights, eternal peace, universal brotherhood, mutual fusion, &c. But if we 
know that we Northern Europeans are a definite individuality, responsible, not 
for humanity, but certainly for our own personality, we shall love and value 
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our work as something individual, we shall recognise the fact that it is by no 
means complete, but still very defective, and, above all, far from being 
sufficiently independent; no vision of an “absolute“ perfection will mislead us, 
but we shall, as Shakespeare wished, remain true to ourselves, and be satisfied 
with doing our very best within the limits of the Teuton's power of 
achievement; we shall deliberately defend ourselves against the un-Teutonic, 
and seek not only to extend our empire farther and farther over the surface of 
the globe and over the powers of nature, but above all unconditionally to 
subject the inner world to ourselves by mercilessly overthrowing and excluding 
those who are alien to us, and who, nevertheless, would fain gain the mastery 
over our thought. It is often said that politics can know no scruples; nothing at 
all can know scruples; scruples are a crime against self. Scruple is the soldier 
who in the battle takes to his heels, presenting his back as a target to the 
enemy. The most sacred duty of the Teuton is to serve the Teutonic cause. 
This fact supplies us with an historical standard of measurement. In all spheres 
that man and that deed will be glorified as greatest and most important which 
most successfully advance specific Teutonism or have most vigorously 
supported its supremacy. Thus and thus only do we acquire a limiting, 
organising, absolutely positive principle of judgment. To refer to a well-known 
instance; why is it that, in spite of the admiration which his genius inspires, the 
personality of the great Byron has something repulsive in it for every thorough 
Teuton? Treitschke has answered this question in his brilliant essay on Byron: 

it is “because nowhere in this rich life do we encounter the idea of duty.“ That 
is an unsympathetic, un-Teutonic feature. On the other hand, we do not object 
in the least to his love-affairs; in them we rather see a proof of genuine race; 
and we observe with satisfaction that Byron — in contrast to Virgil, Juvenal, 
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Lucian and their modern imitators — was in truth licentious, but not frivolous. 
Towards women he is gallant. This we welcome as Teutonic. In politics also 
this point of view will prove valid. We shall praise, for example, princes, when 
they oppose the claims of Rome — not because we are carried away by any 
dogmatically religious prejudice, but because we see in every rejection of 
international imperialism a furtherance of Teutonism; we shall blame them 
when they proceed to regard themselves as absolute rulers appointed by the 
grace of God, for by this they reveal themselves as plagiarists of the wretched 
Chaos of Peoples, and destroy the old Teutonic law of freedom, thus fettering 
at the same time the best powers of the people. In many cases, it is true, the 
situation is a very complicated one, but there, too, the same ruling principle 
clears everything up. Thus, for example, Louis XIV. by his shameful 
persecution of the Protestants brought about the subsequent decline of 
France. This was an act of incalculably far-reaching consequence for the anti-
Teutonic cause, and he accomplished it in his capacity as a pupil of the Jesuits, 
who had brought him up in such crass ignorance that he could not even write 
his own language correctly, and knew nothing of history. * And yet this ruler 
proved himself in many respects a thorough Teuton; for example, in his 
courageous defence of the distinct rights and fundamental independence of 
the Gallican Church in opposition to the arrogant claims of Rome — there has 
seldom, I think, been a Catholic King who on every occasion paid so little 
regard to the person of the Pope; and another proof is his great organising 
activity. † One might also cite Frederick the Great of 
 
    * Cf. Letter xv. in the correspondence between Voltaire and Frederick the 
Great. 
    † It always gives me satisfaction to read again Buckle‘s philippics against 
Louis XIV. (Civilisation ii. 4) but Voltaire (to whom Buckle refers) gives a 
much fairer picture in his Siècle de Louis XIV. (See especially chap. xxix: on 
the King‘s power of work, his knowledge of men and organising ability). 
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Prussia, who could not safeguard the interests of all Teutonism in Central 
Europe except as an absolutely autocratic military leader and statesman, but 
withal was so thoroughly liberal in his sentiments that many an advocate of the 
French Revolution might well have taken a lesson from this monarch. At the 
same time another political example of the value of this cardinal principle 
occurs to me: he who regards the development and prosperity of Teutonism as 
the decisive criterion will not be long in doubt which document deserves most 
admiration, the Déclaration des droits de l'homme or the Declaration of 
Independence of the United States of North America. I shall return to this 
point again. In other spheres than that of politics the conception of the 
individual nature of the Teutonic spirit proves equally valid. The daring 
exploration of the earth not only gave new scope for a spirit of enterprise such 
as no other race ever possessed or yet possesses, but also cleared our minds of 
the close atmosphere of the Classical libraries and restored them to 
themselves; when Copernicus tore down the firmament of Heaven that had 
hemmed us in, and with it the Heaven of the Egyptians which had passed over 
into Christianity, immediately the Heaven of the Teuton stood revealed: “men 
have at all times and in all places thought that the heavens were many 
hundreds of thousands of miles from this earth ... but the true Heaven is 
everywhere, even in the place where you stand and walk.“ * Printing was used 
first of all to disseminate the Gospel and to oppose the anti-Teutonic 
theocracy. And so on, ad infinitum. 
  
 
INNER CONTRASTS 
 
    There is yet a word to be said, and one of great importance, if we would 
clearly recognise and distinguish what is thoroughly Teutonic. In the matters 
which I have 
 
    * Jacob Böhme: Aurora 19. 
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just mentioned, as in a thousand others, we discover everywhere that specific 
characteristic of the Teuton, the close association — as though they were twin 
brothers, walking hand in hand — of the Practical and the Ideal (see vol. i. p. 
550.) At all points we shall encounter similar contradictions in the Teuton, and 
shall learn to value them equally highly. For when we realise that we have to 
deal with something individual, we shall, in forming our judgment, refrain 
above all from taking into consideration the logical notions of abstract theories 

about Good and Evil, Higher and Lower, and direct our attention simply to 
the individuality; but an individuality is always best recognised from its inner 
contrasts; where it is uniform, it is also without shape, without individuality. 
Thus, for example, the Teutons are characterised by a power of expansion 
possessed by no race before them, and at the same time by an inclination to 
concentration which is equally new. We see the expansive power at work — in 
the practical sphere, in the gradual colonisation of the whole surface of the 
globe; — in the scientific sphere, in the revelation of the infinite Cosmos, in 
the search for ever remoter causes; — in the ideal sphere, in the conception of 
the Transcendent, in the boldness of hypotheses, and in sublime artistic flights 
which lead to more and more comprehensive means of expression. At the 
same time, however, we are inclined to return within more and more narrowly 
circumscribed limits, carefully cut off from everything external by ramparts 
and trenches; we return to the idea of blood-relationships of the Fatherland, of 
the native district, * of the village of our birth, of the inviolable home (my 
home is my castle, as in Rome), of the closest family circle; finally we return to 
the innermost central point of the individual, who now, purified and elevated 
to consciousness of absolute isolation, faces the outer world as an 
 
    * Beautifully described by Jacob Grimm in his Memoirs, where he tells how 
the inhabitants of Hessen-Nassau “look down with a kind of contempt“ upon 
those of Hessen-Darmstadt. 
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invisible, independent being, a supreme lord of freedom, as was the case with 
the Indians; this is that concentration which in other spheres reveals itself as 
division of countries into small Principalities, as limitation to a special “field,“ 
whether in science or industry, as inclination to form sects and schools as in 
Greece, as poetical effects of the innermost nature, e.g., the woodcut, 
engraving, chamber music. In character these contrasted qualities which are 
held in coherence by the higher individuality of the race, signify a spirit of 
enterprise allied to conscientiousness, or they lead — if misguided — to 
speculation (on the Stock Exchange or in philosophy, it is all the same), to 
narrow-minded pedantry and pusillanimity. 
    I cannot on this occasion be expected to attempt an exhaustive description 
of Teutonic individuality; everything individual — however manifest and 
recognisable beyond all doubt it may be — is inexhaustible. As Goethe says, 
“Words cannot clearly reveal the Best,“ and if personality is the highest gift 
which we children of earth receive, then truly the individuality of our definite 
race is one of those “best“ things. It alone carries along all separate 
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personalities, as the ship is borne by the flood, and without it (or when this 
flood is too shallow easily to float anything great) even the strongest character 
must lie helpless and impotent, like a barque stranded and capsized. Already in 
the sixth chapter, with a view to stimulate interest, I have mentioned some 
characteristics of the Teuton; in the second part of this chapter many others 
will reveal themselves, but here, too, my sole object will be to stimulate, to 
impel the reader to open his eyes and see for himself. 
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THE TEUTONIC WORLD 
 
    It is the clear realisation of what the Teutons have achieved that will prove 
instructive. This is, I think, the task that remains for me to accomplish in this 
chapter. To discuss the gradual “Rise of a New World“ means, for me, to 
describe the gradual rise of the Teutonic world. But the most important 
portion of the task has, in my opinion, been already accomplished by the 
enunciation and verification of this great central proposition that the new 
world is a specifically Teutonic world. In fact, I consider that this view is so 
important and so decisive for all comprehension of the Past, the Present and 
the Future, that I shall once more for the last time summarise the facts. 
    The civilisation and culture, which, radiating from Northern Europe, to-day 
dominate (though in very varying degrees) a considerable part of the world, are 
the work of Teutonism; what is not Teutonic consists either of alien elements 
not yet exorcised, which were formerly forcibly introduced and still, like 
baneful germs, circulate in the blood, or of alien wares sailing, to the 
disadvantage of our work and further development, under the Teutonic flag, 
under Teutonic protection and privilege, and they will continue to sail thus, 
until we send these pirate ships to the bottom. This work of Teutonism is 
beyond question the greatest that has hitherto been accomplished by man. It 
was achieved, not by the delusion of a “humanity,“ but by sound, selfish 
power, not by belief in authority, but by free investigation, not by 
contentedness with little, but by insatiable ravenous hunger. As the youngest 
of races, we Teutons could profit by the achievements of former ones; but this 
is no proof of a universal progress of humanity, but solely of the pre-eminent 
capabilities of a definite human species, capabilities which 
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have been proved to be gradually weakened by influx of non-Teutonic blood, 
or even (as in Austria) of anti-Teutonic principles. No one can prove that the 

predominance of Teutonism is a fortunate thing for all the inhabitants of the 
earth; from the earliest times down to the present day we see the Teutons, to 
make room for themselves, slaughtering whole tribes and races, or slowly 
killing them by systematic demoralisation. That the Teutons with their virtues 
alone and without their vices — such as greed, cruelty, treachery, disregarding 
of all rights but their own right to rule (vol. i. p. 541), &c. — would have won 
the victory, no one will have the audacity to assert, but every one must admit 
that in the very places where they were most cruel — as, for instance, the 
Anglo-Saxons in England, the German Order in Prussia, the French and 
English in North America — they laid by this very means the surest 
foundation of what is highest and most moral. 
    Armed with this various store of knowledge, all flowing from one central 
fact, we are now, I think, in a position, with understanding and without 
prejudice, to regard the work of the Teutons, and to observe how, from about 
the twelfth century, when it began to assume definite form as isolated 
endeavour, it has gone on developing to the present day with unflagging zeal; 
we may even hope, by the irrefutability of our standpoint, to be able to some 
extent to surmount our greatest disadvantage, namely, the fact that we are still 
in the midst of a development of which we consequently only see a fragment. 
But my work keeps the nineteenth century alone in view. God willing, I shall at 
some later time not indeed describe this century in full detail, but examine and 
test with some thoroughness its collective achievement; in the meantime I am 
seeking in this book to discover in their essential outlines the Foundations of 
the achievements and aspirations of our nineteenth century. That and nothing 
more. I cannot possibly think of sketching, even in outline, the 
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history of the culture of Celts, Teutons and Slavs up to the eighteenth century, 
any more than it occurred to me to attempt to give an historical account, when 
I was discussing the struggle in religion and in the State during the first 
thousand years of our era. It is outside the plan of my book, and beyond my 
competence. I might, therefore, almost close this volume, now that I have 
clearly established the most essential of all the foundations, Teutonism. I 
should do so if I knew a book to which I might refer my friend and colleague, 
the unlearned reader, for information regarding the development of 
Teutonism up to the year 1800, planned as I would have it — comprehensive 
and yet absolutely individualised. But I know none. It is obvious that a political 
history does not suffice; that would be like a physiologist contenting himself 
with the knowledge of osteology. Still less suitable for the purpose in question 
are the histories of culture that have lately come into vogue, in which poets 
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and thinkers are represented as leaders, while political creative work is almost 
totally disregarded; that is like describing a body without paying any attention 
to the fundamental bone-structure. And the books of this kind that are to be 
taken seriously treat mostly only of definite periods, as Karl Grün's 16. und 17. 
Jahrhundert, Burckhardt's Renaissance, Voltaire's Siècle de Louis XIV., &c., or 
limited spheres, like Buckle's Civilisation in England (really in Spain, Scotland 
and France), Rambaud's Civilisation Française, Henne am Rhyn's 
Kulturgeschichte der Juden, &c., or again, special domains of culture, like 
Draper's Intellectual Development of Europe, or Lecky's Rationalism in 
Europe, &c. The literature on this subject is very extensive, but among it all I 
find no work which represents the development of collective Teutonism as 
that of a living, individual entity, in which all manifestations of life — politics, 
religion, economics, industry, arts, &c. — are organically connected. Karl 
Lamprecht's comprehensively 
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planned German History would come nearest to what I desire, but it is 
unfortunately only a “German“ History, and treats therefore only of a 
fragment of Teutonic life. It is just in the case of such a work that we see how 
fatal is the failure to distinguish between Teutonic and German; it confuses 
everything. For when only the Germans are regarded as the direct heirs of the 
Teutons, we conceal the fact that the non-German north of Europe is almost 
pure Teutonic in the narrowest sense of the word, and fail to observe that it 
was precisely in Germany, the centre of Europe, that the fusion of the three 
branches — Celts, Teutons and Slavs — took place, a fact which explains the 
distinct national colour and the richness of the gifts of this people; moreover, 
we lose sight of the predominantly Teutonic character of France prior to the 
Revolution, and also of the organic explanation of the manifest affinity that 
was to be found in former centuries between the character and achievements 
of Spain and Italy and those of the north. Both the Past and the Present 
thereby become a riddle. And as we do not get a universal view of the great 
connection, we gain no thorough insight into the life of all those details which 
Lamprecht sets before us with such love and insight. Many think that his 
treatment is too comprehensive, and therefore difficult to understand; but it is, 
on the contrary, the narrowness of the point of view that hinders 
comprehension; for it would be easier to describe the development of 
collective Teutonism than that of one fragment of it. We Teutons have 
certainly, in the course of time, developed into national individualities marked 
by absolutely distinct characteristics; moreover, we are surrounded by various 
half-brothers, but we form a unity of such strong coherence, each part of 

which is so absolutely essential to the other, that even the political 
development of the one country exercises an influence on all the others and is 
in turn influenced by them, but its civilisation and culture can in 
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no way be described as something isolated and autonomous. There is a 
Chinese civilisation, but there is no such thing as a French or a German 
civilisation; for that reason their history cannot be written. 
    Here then is a gap to be filled up. And as I can neither close my discussion 
of the Foundations of the Nineteenth Century with a yawning gulf, nor 
presume to be competent to fill in so deep a chasm, I shall now attempt to 
throw a light, bold bridge — a makeshift bridge — over it. The material has 
been collected long ago by the most eminent scholars; I shall not attempt to 
murder their methods, but shall refer the student to their works for 
information; here we require only the quintessence of the thoughts which can 
be derived from the historical materials, and that only in so far as they are 
directly connected with the present age. The indispensability of a connection 
between the point reached in the preceding chapters and the Nineteenth 
Century may excuse my boldness; the necessity for taking into account the 
possible compass of a two-volumed work, and the natural presto-tempo of a 
finale must account for the want of substantiality in my makeshift structure. 
 
  
 
  
7. ART (From Giotto to Goethe). 
 
THE IDEA “ART“ 
 
    It is no easy matter in these days to speak about art; for, despite the example 
of all the best German authors, an absolutely senseless limitation of the notion 
“art“ has become naturalised among us, and, on the other hand, the 
systematising philosophy of history has cruelly paralysed our faculty of looking 
at historical facts with open, truth-seeking eyes, and of passing a sound 
judgment upon them. I sincerely regret the necessity of mixing up polemical 
controversy with this final section, where I would fain be soaring in the highest 
regions, but there is 
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